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Th Monro Doctr ne Pro uces
H stori al Iss e This eek

This week's issue marks the first color issue in the newspapers 34 year history

by Christopher Herman
Edito r- in - Ch ief

December 9. 1997. History was
made on that cold Tuesday in
December, something that had

never been done in the history of the
Monroe Doctrine, and a first for Monroe
Community College as well. Believe it or
not. you, are part of that historical hap-
pening.

For the first time in its 34-year history,
'the Monroe Doctrine was printed in
color. No big deal you may say, but every
person involved with the newspaper
knows how important this issue of the
paper really is.

In a past issue, there was a story on
Geneseo's school paper, the Lamron.
Their paper is in jeopardy of being shut-
down for lack of student support; they
have 25+ staff members, the Doctrine is
lucky to have 20.

A short staff has brought what we feel
is a quality newspaper to the MCC com-
munity each week, since beginning in
September. In comparing issues of last
year's newspaper with issues produced
this year, there is no comparison. The
quality has continued to improve at a
very rapid rate with an increasingly
depleted number of staff members.

Each member has stepped it up a
notch, and nothing could be sweeter than
producing an issue using full process
color. The staff has done everything
within their power to increase the reader-
ship of the newspaper and will continue
the legacy started last year for years to
come. Even with those goals, we have
been protested, criticized, and at times
threatened with impeachment from
members of the Senate, students, and fac-
ulty. Hopefully this editorial will help
you better understand what goes on
behind the doors of 3-109, the home of
the Monroe Doctrine.
, Every Monday, members of our staff
are busy researching and compiling sto-
ries for the upcoming issue of the paper.

Editor-in-Chief, Christopher Herman (far right) with the staff of the Monroe Doctrine and advi-
sors Linda Gebhardt, Thomas Proietti, and Douglas Brown. This issue marks the first color issue
in the newspaper's 34 year history. It is their last issue this semester. photo by Craig Paulick

This involves interviewing people,
researching facts and figures, and typing
their stories.

Tuesday rolls around and the complet-
ed issue from the week before is distrib-
uted. The staff continues compiling their
stories. By Wednesday, stories are due, at
our college hour staff meeting which
lasts the entire hour, many times running
over.

Thursday and Friday mean that addi-
tional items such as advertising and addi-
tional stories will be submitted. Friday is
also when the editorial board meets to
discuss important issue surrounding the
newspaper.

Saturday, Sunday and Monday are the
days that we put the newspaper together.
The completed issue would hit the stands
the following Tuesday. The process con-
tinues day by day, week after week, until
vacations or the end of the semester.

The above is just a brief look at the
construction of the Monroe Doctrine.

The Advertising department and Photo
department are not even mentioned in the
above description for lack of space. It is
a thankless job at times, with the pride
and satisfaction of seeing the completed
product being read our only motivation
to continue. Members of the staff spend
most of their freetime in the office, trying
to better the paper for the college com-
munity.

I myself, spend over 120 hours a week
working on the paper, whether it be in
meetings, writing articles, working on
promotions, or the production of the
paper itself. I usually pull an 'all nighter'
every Monday to finish things up and to
fine tune areas needing improvement.
I'm not asking that you feel sorry for us,
or that you should commend us on our
effort, but that you take this into consid-
eration before criticizing us on a weekly
basis.

There are far too many people to name
that help produce the product that you

have come to expect every
Tuesday. I would like to
thank all of the Monroe
Doctrine editors and staff
for helping to produce what
may just be, the best news-
paper in 34 years. Our con-
tributing* writers, advertis-
ers, and advisors must also
be thanked for their support,
but above all, 1 thank you,
our readers.

For without our readers,
there is no reason for the
newspaper. We encourage
more reader response, and
sincerely appreciate the
"Letters to the Editor" that
keep rolling in. Whether or
not you agree or disagree
with our decisions, I am
very pleased that you are
reading the newspaper. Let
us know what you think,
stop into the office some-
time, or jot your feelings

down on a piece of paper, whichever way
you choose, please let us know.

We here at the Monroe Doctrine pride
ourselves, and truly believe that we are in
existence for all students to have a voice
on campus. We also believe that the quali-
ty of newspaper has increased week by
week, and accept any suggestions for
improvement.

What do you think about this issue? Do
you have any suggestions to make us bet-
ter? What are we doing right, what are we
doing wrong? Those are all questions
we'd like to have answered by our readers.
Drop off, mail or email your response to
one of the following addresses, our email
address is mondoc@mccvm.is.mon-
roecc.edu and our mailing address is, The
Monroe Doctrine, c/o Monroe
Community College, 1000 E. Henrietta
Rd., Rochester NY 14623. Don't forget,
it's not too late to join "The Coolest Club
on Campus" stop into room 3-109 for
more details!**
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MCC Salute to Excellence, Truly a Class Act
by John Wyche,

Damon Campus Service Board
Board Leader

First and foremost, I would like to
thank the MCC Foundation for
giving me the opportunity to wit-

ness the historic Salute To Excellence
dinner. The entire evening was exhilarat-
ing: the display of elaborate artwork,
along with the photos and stories of the
still-living men and women that were
actual survivors of the Holocaust, fol-
lowed by a dinner at the Riverside
Convention Center, and awards ceremo-
ny.

The four MCC Alumni Hall of Fame
inductees, who have achieved outstand-
ing accomplishments within the business
and community, were introduced. Let me
tell you a little about each one. Margaret
DeFrancisco is Executive Deputy
Commissioner for the New York State
Department of Motor Vehicles. She had
attended MCC at night while working
and becoming a mother. Kathleen
Pavelka is President of Telecomp Inc. She

started the company in 1986 to provide
fund-raising services to non-profit orga-
nizations. Her company has raised mil-
lions of dollars for institutions through-
out the country. She graduated from
MCC in 1979. Eugene Shaw was head of

security for MCC when the college first
opened in 1968. He also instituted the
Public Safety Training Center at MCC.
Mr. Shaw served the community as a
police officer for 41 years before he
retired as Brighton

Police Chief in
President
Peter A.
Spina spoke
at the
"Salute to
Excellence "
dinner a
couple
weeks ago.

photo by
Craig Paulick

1993. He is
President of the
New York State
Police Chiefs
Association and
was the first
police chief
elected General
Chairman of the
Division of
International
Association of
Chief of Police.
C h a r l o t t e
Downing pro-
vides leadership
in planning,
d e v e l o p i n g ,
implementing

and assessing a comprehensive set of cer-
tificate and degree offerings at Damon
City Campus. She is on the Rochester
Catholic Diocese Board of Directors, and
is a founding member of Perinton African
American Heritage Committee. Presently
she is still implementing a positive struc-
ture geared to helping provide direction to
students to achieve academic success.

President Spina expressed his congrat-
ulations to all. He expanded his thoughts
about the legacy of success through eco-
nomic and education for all people of this
wonderful country. .U.S. Senator Alfonse
D'Amato was the keynote speaker for the
event. He gave a heartfelt message that
touched many souls that night. I hope I
have enabled you readers to grasp the
excitement, splendor and genuine sincer-
ity of the event that I experienced. Lastly,
1 would like to express my appreciation to
my sponsor for this event. Richard
Warshof, through all of his business and
worldly accomplishments, still finds the
small things in life exciting. Sir, I salute
you.

MCC Foundation's Salute To Excellence
By Doria Smith,

Damon Campus Service Board,
Campus Communications Project Manager

M onday night, November
17, a special dinner was
held at the Rochester

Riverside Convention Center. This
dinner was to show appreciation to
four individuals that were granted
into the MCC Alumni Hall of Fame.
The four people were Charlotte

Downing, Margaret DeFrancisco,
Kathleen Pavelka, and Eugene Shaw.

The special person that 1 want to
focus on is Charlotte Downing. Ms.
Downing works here at DCC in the
Academic Services office. She has
been working at DCC since it
opened in 1992. She graduated from
MCC in 1981 in academic distinc-
tion and went on to graduate from
SUNY Brockport as Summa Cum

Laude (having the highest GPA in
her class) in 1986. Ms. Downing
then received an award from the
MCC Foundation for creativity and
resourcefulness. She became a facul-
ty member of MCC in 1987. Ms.
Downing loves working at DCC; she
enjoys the opportunity to give back
to the students the opportunities she
had as a student. She's very support-
ive and helps students with more

choices and options. Ms. Downing
encourages students every step of
the way, and helps them to build
self-confidence. Ms. Downing says,
"I'm very proud to be a role model
to the diversity here at Damon. 1 also
want to enforce academic excel-
lence." Her perspective is the acade-
mic excellence of a college student
promotes workplace and life-long
success!
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Living With AIDS: Levar Speaks at MCC
by Eva Jilson

and Ken Fisk

Imagine being twelve years old and
already losing both your mother and
lather. Add to that what killed your par-
ents also has invaded your body and
threatens your life. That is Levar's situa-
tion and on December 1.1997 he came to
Monroe Community College to share his
story with us. Monday was World AIDS
Day and Phi Theta Kappa, the National
Honor Society, sponsored the program
that brought Levar here. At 11:00 news
crews began to show up. All wanted a
chance to talk with this brave twelve year
old. Channels 13. 10. 9, and 8 were all
here. It was quite a media event and
unfortunately put off Levar and his
adopted mother Roberta. They soon got
over the discomfort and began to open up
to the captive audience. Approximately
eighty people came to hear how such a
young person manages his life around
Mich a devesting disease. Levar is not a
big talker, but his message was very
clear. He told the audience that the safest
way to protect themselves is to not have
sex and if you do have sex to use a latex
condom. The atmosphere was such that
you could have heard a pin drop in the

photos by Andrew Smith

Levar, right, and his mother Roberta promote AIDS awareness through their
inspirational speeches.

room. Levar had the audience's com-
plete attention.

Levar and his mother Roberta were
both a little jet lagged because they had
just returned from Los Angeles. Levar
had been in Los Angeles finishing up the
record he was making in conjunction
with Poe. The record is due out in the
beginning of December. I encourage
everyone to buy this new record because
all of the proceeds go to the Levar and
Friends Fund Foundation of Rochester.
Which is a non-profit organization setup
by Levar's mother Roberta. Roberta
realized that there were program in place
to help people infected with AIDS, how-
ever there very few groups specifically
setup for children infected or affected by
AIDS. That's why Roberta setup LAFF,
which is for the recreational needs of
kids infected or affected by AIDS.

All and all the whole event was quite
rewarding for everyone involved. I feet
that the audience realized that AIDS
isn't a disease that affects just a few peo-
ple. AIDS can and has infected and
affected everyone in our world from the
newborn to the elderly. Levar in living
proof that AIDS is not discriminatory in
who it affects.

Eat The Menu
-Finley Quaye-

Maverick a Strike

•

by Paul O'Neill
Music Reviewer

It seems the only viable music critics
these days end up being musicians them-
selves. The question "what are you lis-
tening to today?" has become one of
poised interest, as dawns the obviousness
of mutual creativity between artists. One
of the most universally acceptable artists
that has received critical recognition in
the states amounting to none while shin-
ing in the UK is the rise of Finley Quaye.
A reggae style love storyteller that has
the longevity to forward, or maverick, a
strike against the corrosion of humanity.
Redefining the mood of Bob Marley,
who co-wrote back in the day Finley's
current single "Sunday Shining," the
greener grass sparkles with "Your danc-
ing feet to the rescue/ Money in my
pocket but I just can't get your love."

Finley develops a cornerstone in the
midst of extremist cultural classification,
a feud that has polluted, but dually
broadened, popular music. This double
edged blade is the perfect example of
how music, in its most diverse state,
makes every issue relative to the one who
preachs it. He has managed to combine

the rasta and the raver with a smile you
can feel in the song. Attributed much to
his early roots in reggae, "The Way of the

Explosive" cuts deep to thwart conven-
tional record sales by sectioning the
recording with a full length lullaby. The

album has strong transition, spontaneous
only after "Even After All." The slow
tempo of its music functions with its
lyrics perfectly; "You know I love you so
and so... And your soul is beautiful." The
spontaneity surfaces with the injection of
the proceding "Ride On and Turn the
People On" which is a type of choral
chant that lullabies the weariness of the
recording with a smirk and a quiver.

Finley is brother to Maxine Quaye,
making him uncle to Tricky, a former
member of Massive Attack whose solo
confidence and praise is self sufficient.
Gaining influence from seemingly all
significant contact in his music, Finley
combines the vibes and voice of Bob
Marley and the electronic samples of his
nephew Tricky. There is a heavy focus on
the percussion of the recording, setting
the style and rhythm of his music. The
distinctive keyboard crashing through
the canvas of his sound floods especially
on "Ultra Stimulation," an envious and
appreciative reach. "Even After All," the
upcoming single, lullabies the wearinesss
of the recording with "No demise,
uprise... Them eyes are gorgeous. I must
advance."
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ZTravis - Good Feeling
by Paul O'Neill
Music Reviewer

Well, Noel Gallagher was right. Travis
is a new hope for simple song writing.
They capture that energy that all the pres-
tine, fresh-faced punk bands have. The
difference is what they've made, and
how they've decided to use their conve-
nient position. They have a sense of
humor in their music that is easily acces-
sible, making them a more evasive mem-
ber of the present British music scene.
Frontman Fran Healy has conjured up a
superb image and way of life for listeners
to admire. Produced by Steve Lillywhite,
Healy sings of Monday mornings and
dirty clothes, Saturday nights and the
way "time wastes so much time."

This sense of humor flies best with the
sarcastic association of music and lyric in
"Tied To The 90's." The most upbeat
three minutes of the recording, the topic
of the lyric is our tie to and tiredness with
the 90's. They realize we must vacate our
situationalism and familiarities in order
to better prepare for the changes we
claim we want. Travis also lulls its audi-
ence with the songs "I Love You
Anyways" and "Good Day To Die."

There has been a trend in popular
music to adopt new standards, not just
for how to live but for how to judge life.
There is no question that these criteria
are nonexistent in real life, but many

people need to get past them to see things
for what they are. Travis have been there
and deliver a retrospective and somber
growth from the lovelife of weekend par-
ties. Good Feeling juxtaposes all the
stages of Fran Healy's life, centered
around the denial of life in the opening
"All I Wanna Do Is Rock" until the real-
ization in the closing "Funny Thing."
This reflective grit surfaces with the song
"Falling Down," which puts our defunct
priorities perfectly in check; "But I can't
stand up anymore... And I'm getting used
to the floor."

The simplicity of Healy's personality
comes out in "Happy" when he explains
a common man versus a suit; "And I
think I'm getting older/ There's this
weight across ma shoulders." "More
Than Us" addresses the weight of wealth
on the individual and the types of wealth
that we all hold dear; "But I'm too busy
holding up the world/ To carry on."

"Funny Thing" makes sense of things
beyond the recording itself with the
proclamation '"Cause no one under-
stood/The funny things you said... When
you're closing all the doors/ It's not
funny anymore." Travis is receiving wide
acclaim, signed to Epic records and tour-
ing with Ben Folds Five through their
extensive American tour. They'll teach
the world to sing... to see memories, both
good and bad, as feelings all the same.

%•&'•}, vv,v»'•'»'•'»

Horoscopes

Aries:

Taurus:

Gemini:

Cancer:

Leo:

Virgo:

Libra:

Scorpio:

Sagittarius:

Capricorn:

Aquarius:

Pisces:

by Justin Holt

Staff Writer

Don't accept something for face value. Read beyond the exterior so
you can better understand the interior.

Allow yourself the time so you don't have to rush. Things will go
smoothly and effectively for you.

Remember the past but don't live there. The present is where you
belong.

A friend you haven't seen in a while seemingly pops everywhere.
Get reacquainted with them, and have a good time.

The sky may be gray, and the weather may be cold, but don't let lhat
get you down. Light fire in your life and brighten things up.

The one you most desire has been in front of your face for a long
time. The time has come to acknowledge that fact.

In such a stressful time of year you will need something to vent your
frustration. Find something creative in which to do.

Things happened the way they did for a reason. Remember thai.
Don't ponder on why exactly they did, it will do you no good.

Don't get so angry over something that is nonsense. It will all blow
over and things will be hack to normal.

Give il your all even if you know that it will not be good enough to
come out on top. At least you can be proud that you tried your best.

Listen to the advice that others give you. Then you can pass that
advice on to others.

Deal with your problems one at a time or you will find that they will
overlap, thus creating new ones. That is the last thing, that you need.
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Opening Night - Oklahoma Comes to MCC
bx Pepper-Marie Russell

Associate Editor
Alumni, present students, faculty and

community members gathered to see
Oklahoma in the auditorium Nov. 20
Opening Night.

Several alumni gathered to make their
yearly visit to see an MCC play. The first
night has traditionally been just a dress
rehearsal and open primarily to alumni
and faculty, however, the turn out is
always so large that it has become
"Opening Night."

The stars of this show were Jen Kerner
playing Laurey and Michael E.
Hryhorenko playing Curly, Aunt Eller
was played by faculty member, Diana J.
Rayner.

Kerner has participated in many plays
in high school, however, this was her
first lead. "It went very well for the first
show," said Kerner.

Hryhorenko set the mood in Act One
with "Oh What a Beautiful Morning,"
immediately gathering the crowd's affec-
tions with this trademark song. Rayner
jroke the spell with laughter and kept the
crowd laughing throughout the play.

Kerner and Hryhorenko joined forces
with the heart lifting "The Surrey with
the Fringe on Top."

Ado Annie played by Michelle Mathis
brought even more laughter to this easy
going crowd, singing her heart out to "I

Cain't Say No!"
Ali Hakim played by Joel Figueroa

added an extra comic relief, the entire
play he had the crowd eating from the
palm of his hand. It was hard not to fall

in love with this silly ladies man.
The ladies entered to liven up the stage

and back up Laurey in, "Many a New
Day." And then the men accompanied
the peddler in, "It's a Scandal! It's an

Outrage!"
Hryhorenko and Kerner returned to the

stage to end Scene One with the duet,
"People Will Say We're in Love."

Scene Two took place in Jud's smoke
house, Aaron P.S. Epstein and
Hryhorenko sang "Poor Jud is Daid."
Epstein played a perfect tragic villain as
Jud Fry.

For a moment the scene is very serious
and quiet, but then, the audience is star-
tled with gun shots and loud voices.

The "Dream Ballet" was a soft change
of mood in Scene Three performed by
Karen Lajewski and Andrae* C.
Dunwoody. "It came a long, long way in
such a short amount of time, "said
Dunwoody, he was pleased with the out-
come.

The audience was all applause when
Bob Zajkowski returned to direct his fab-
ulous band in Act Two.

The entire cast joined in Scene One
singing "The Farmer and the Cowman."

You couldn't help but love Mathis and
Justin Pierce (who played Will Parker)
singing "All 'Er Nothin'." What a lov-
able couple!

The crowd went wild when the whole
ensemble sang "Oklahoma."

They really did this song justice, the
dedication of the entire cast as well as the
band really paid off. "Oklahoma" was a
huge success!

Student Senate Entrance Exam
by Mike Dewey

1.) The Civil War took place because...
A. we got bored
B. Lincoln lost a bet with his

wife about who could drink
who under the table.

C. the south ran out of
Marshmallow Rice Crispies.

D. we wanted to test out our
Nukes

2.) The war of 1812 took place in...
A. the same year Nixon became

President.
B. just after Roswell
C.July 4th, 1776
D.the same year as the entire

Cowboys team was arrested
for drug possession

4.) The cold war was...
A. a war in which we dropped

snowballs on Russia
B. a war between Frigidair and

Meta
C. a minor skirmish fought

between Batman and Mr.
Freeze

D. definately not a war fought
in July.

5.) The Monroe Doctrine
A. was and still is a fine exam

pie of a college paper.
B. started with "Four score and

seven years..."
C. stated that the US could put a

man on the moon before the
Russians could.

D.has an excellent staff who
3.) The president in charge of the

nation during The Great Depression
was...

A. Bill Gates
B. Captain Kirk
C. some guy from Russia
D. the same one we have now,

Hillary Clinton

never misspeel words and can
tpye really well.

•
6.) If the President dies the person

who becomes President is...
A. defiantly not Dan Qualye
B. hopefully not Bob Dole
C. might be Bill Gates
D.definitely Bill Clinton, hus

band of the current President.

7.) Newt Gingrige is...
A. also known has Dole's min-

ion
B. on the verge of being liked

by fellow Republicans
C. stoned
D. really Marilyn Manson

8.) NAFTA stands for...
A. Perot's downfall
B. nothing, it just sounds really

cool
C. Bill Gates' attempt to control

us using mind control (Gates
for President 2000!)

D. sending your hard earned
money to Canada, eh.

9.) A republic means...
A. no matter how bad the

President is, we can't touch
him.

B. we have to learn to live with
Perot.

C. Marilyn Manson could possi
bly become President.

D. you must do what I say.

10.) Freedom of Speech means...
A. no matter how much you dis

like "Life Without Shame"
you have to watch it.

B. you are only allowed to talk
if you can correctly pro

nounce at least 3 eight-sylla
ble words.

C. every man woman and child
will eventually have a talk
show.

D. yes, you have to put you with
this column every week

That's it from my

corner for this

week. Next week

I'll give the answers to the

test as well as a new test on

Math & Science. Until

then, keep on, well, doing

what you do.
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Me Haces Falta

Me hace falta:
Tu cuerpo material y
Tu belleza espiritual...

Me hace falta:
Tus ojos cristalinos y
Tu mirada provocativa...

Me hace falta:
Sentir el latido de tu cora-

zon...
La dulzura de tus sen-

timientos...

Me hacen falta:
Tus tiernas caricias,
tus labios carnosos,

tu lengua inquieta y juguet-
ona,

tus apasionados besos,
tu voz angelical...

Me hace falta:
Tu bondad y tu hulmildad,

tu perserverancia y tu
paciencia,

tu carino eterno,
tus incesantes consejos,
tu actitud compremsiva...

Me hace falta:
Tus deseos caprichos,
tus gestos salvajes,
tu lujuria insaciable.
tu ritmico movimiento,
tus suenos eroticos,
tu sensualidad feminina,
tus deseos clandestinos,
tu sexualidad subversia,
tu amor sin inhibiciones...

Me hace falta:
Tu pensamiento profundo.
tu clara inteligencia.
tu caracter de acero,
tus metas de alcanzar perfec
cion.
y sabiduria...
Tu sinceridad permanente,
tu sonrisa excitante...

Me hace falta:
Tu personalidad completa.
tu espirritu libre...
Tu me haces falta...
Te estoy buscando a ti,
me estas buscando a mi...
Hasta ahora te he encontrado,
solo entre mis versos...

Aqui estoy...
Encontremonos. po favor, ahora...

Estas son las palabras que siempre he quierdo dercile a una persona maravillosa. La
que le hacido falta a mi vida y que nunca olvidare. Pero primero tengo que encontrar-
la para decide, las palabras que he escrito. Espero algun dia encontrar esta persona y
no olvidar las palabras que la hace. la persona que necesito.

DON'T "ASS-U-ME"

TITLES:
Dr. Smith
Mr. Kenyon
Dr. Ralston
Dr. Sigismond
Dean Adams

Compiled by Janice Daitz
Staff Writer

Faces around campus/Offices around campus:

Vice President, Academic Services
Associate Dean, Admissions
Director, Human Resources
Director, Cooperative and Experiential Learning
Dean, Transitional Programs

Match the three faces with their offices and titles (not all of the offices and titles
will be used). This is the first of a weekly column. If you have any questions don't
assume-ask.

Answers:

b
y

L
u
1

s

M
o
r
a
1
e
s
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"Good Will Hunting" Is An Intellectual Masterpiece!
by Keith Walther

Chief Movie Critic

Comedy, drama, and romance arc ihe
building blocks for this emotionally pow-
erful story. "Good Will Hunting" is
directed by Gus Van Sant and features
the two rising talents of Matt Damon and
Ben Affleck. These old friends collabo-
rated to write the enriching screenplay.

The story focuses on the disturbed life
of an incredible genius whose past and
emotional instability keeps him from
achieving a decent lifestyle. His name is
Will Hunting (Matt Damon) and he
works menial jobs to support himself,
instead of going to college and realizing
his limitless potential. His rebelliousness
goes a little too far when he is arrested
for assault, and his intelligence does not
get him out of this one. With an impend-
ing jail sentence looming in his future.
Professor Lambeau (Stellan Skarsgard)
comes to his rescue.

Will must meet two conditions in order
to remain a free man. He must assist the
prestigious professor in solving mathe-
matical equations that puzzle Nobel prize
winning professors, and he needs to
check in with a therapist to heal his men-
tal anguish. This is where Sean McGuire
(Robin Williams) enters the picture. An
understanding and respect develops
between the two, and they help each
other to battle their emotional struggles.

Chuckie (Ben Affleck) is Will's best
friend and will do anything to make him
happy. Skylar (Minnie Driver) begins a
romance with Will that sparks a feeling
within his heart that he has never felt
before. These friends help release the
emotions that he has desperately tried to
suppress.

This cast is outstanding with estab-
lished actors and rising young talents.
Matt Damon delivers a knockout perfor-
mance, making him an instant considera-
tion for an Oscar nomination. He fills his
difficult role with heartfelt emotion
which makes his character that much
richer. Damon also incorporates some
hilarious humor that creates a lot of
memorable lines. His Boston accent is
done to perfection, rounding out this
multifaceted character.

Matt Damon is most likely going to be
the next Tom Cruise in Hollywood. His
potential was realized after giving
tremendous performances in "Courage
Under Fire" and. most recently, "The
Rainmaker."

Ben Affleck compliments Damon's
skills well with a terrific supporting per-
formance. He provides a majority of the
well-written comedy in this picture. He
also had a perfect Boston accent. Affleck
is another rising star whose talents were
discovered in Kevin Smith's "Chasing
Amy."

After the huge Thanksgiving success
of Disney's "Flubber," Robin Williams

Matt Damon and Robin Williams in Gus Van Sant's "Goad Will Hunting. "

follows with a dramatic, Oscar potential
performance. As he has done previously
in "Dead Poets Society" and
"Awakenings," Williams utilizes his
boundless energy to create a powerfully
riveting performance. He even slides
some of his comical antics into his three
dimensional role. Williams will also be
seen (kind of) in the new Woody Allen
film. "Deconstructing Harry," coming
out this winter.

The other two influential actors,
Minnie Driver and Stellan Skarsgard,
provide great performances of their own.
Driver finally did not have to disguise her
English accent as she has had to do in
films like "Grosse Pointe Blank" and
"Sleepers." Skarsgard is an interesting
actor whose breakthrough performance
came with "Breaking the Waves." He
also has a supporting role in the upcom-
ing Oscar contender, "Amistad."

Another Academy Award nominee
contender is director Gus Van Sant for his
marvelous work on this masterpiece. He
incorporates creative techniques for cine-
matography, a realistic setting, and very
believable scenes. He should be com-
mended for allowing each of the starring
actors' talents to shine and work off each
other to create chemistry. Van Sant builds
the emotion of this story to a crescendo,
creating a dynamic, tearjerking ending.

"Good Will Hunting" receives an
astounding rating of ***** out of a pos-
sible five stars. This is the best film of the
year thus far and is easily in contention
for the best picture award. "Good Will
Hunting" is a passionate story that I truly
hope you all will take the time to see. It is
slated to open nationwide on January 23.

Other Reviews of Current Releases
by Keith Walther

Chief Movie Critic

"Alien ResurrectiorT-Siguorney Weaver, Winona Ryder, Ron Perlman,
Michael Wincott-****

"Anastasia"-Meg Ryan, John Cusack, Kelsey Grammar, Christopher Lloyd-

"Deconstructing Harry"-Woody Allen, Kirstie Alley, Elisabeth Shue,
Billy Crystal, Demi Moore, Judy Davis-*** 1/2

"Fluhber"-Robin Williams, Marcia Gay Harden, Christopher McDonald-***
"The Jackal"-Richard Gere, Bruce Willis, Sidney Pokier-*** 1/2
"Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil"-John Cusack, Kevin Spacey,

Allison Eastwood, Jude Law-*** 1/2
"Mortal Kombat: Annihilation''~Robin Shou, Sandra Hess, Talisa Soto-*l/2
"The Rainmaker"-Matt Damon, Danny DeVito, Jon Voight, Claire Danes,

Danny Glover-*** 1/2
"Telling Lies in America"-Kevin Bacon. Brad Renfro, Maximilian Schell-

Ben Affleck and Malt Damon in a scene from "Good Will Hunting. "
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Powder
by Joyce M. Mack

There is was again, that smell. Sitting
in the car at my friend's house, I looked
around the car but found nothing but that
familiar smell. The smell reminded me of
my nephew and it kept coming again and
again, that powdery smell. It had been a
hot day in July. I had been thinking about
what I was going to do once I got through
working. I had thought I was going to
have a beautiful day until I received the
call from my mother. I was sitting at my
desk helping a customer when Peg, my
boss, came over and said I had an impor-
tant phone call and 1 could take it in the
conference room. Peg had this look on
her face that I could not explain. Her face
was pale and her eyes were very distant
and sad. I excused myself from my cus-
tomer and walked into the conference
room. I took a deep breath and picked up
the phone. "Hi, thanks for holding this is
Joyce- how my I help you?" "Joyce," my
mother said softly. "Yes." I knew some-
thing was wrong because her voice was
fading as if it were coming from far
away. I could feel the adrenaline building
as I held my breath waiting for her reply.
"They just found Marvin dead on the
stairs." At that moment everything stood
still; I could feel my heart at my temples
and my body felt weak. It felt as if I had
no control over my body. I remembered I
had Mom on the phone. "I'll see you in a
few minutes." Peg was standing in the
door- I never heard her enter the room. I
could see the stream of tears running
down her pale cheeks. She put her arms
around me and said, "The Lord will take
care of him now." I left work and headed
home, but it seemed as if the car had a
sense of direction of its own. I found
myself at the park, sitting and staring into
space. I closed my eyes and took a deep
breath to clear my mind. As I took that
deep breath, there it was again; that dis-
tinctive powdery smell. How can that be?
I remembered saying to myself I started
looking around; I could see the still trees
and bright green leaves hanging, waiting
for a breeze to bring them to life. There
were people sitting on the park bench
eating lunch and enjoying the sun. On
another bench was an elderly couple
watching the birds nibbling at bread
crumbs. The sky was motionless and the
clouds were still as if frozen. As I contin-
ued to look around, Marvin was nowhere
to be seen. I could only smell that pow-
dery odor. While I sat looking out the car
window and I could smell that odor, I
asked Marvin, "Why now?" There was
no voice to answer my questions and 1
keep on talking anyway. "Why didn't
you tell me when you found out?" Still
no answer from him. "You promised to
take care of me!" I screamed. "How can

you take care of me if you're not here?"
"I cannot believe you left and I did not
get a chance to say good-bye and tell you
that I will love you forever!" "Don't
worry; everything is going to be fine,
you're going to a place where peace is
eternal and life is everlasting." As I sat in
the car at the park, I remembered how
close we were. I was one month and six
days older than Marvin. He always told
me he was the oldest because he was big-
ger. Marvin and I had a sister and broth-
er relationship instead of an aunt and
nephew relationship. He was my only
friend and best friend. I must have sat
there for hours. I had lost track of time.
Eventually , I turned the key in the igni-
tion, drove out the park and started for
home.

When I arrived home, everyone was
sitting around and I could see the empti-
ness in their eyes. I felt the presence of
death. It was dark and cold lingered in
the air. My sister walked up to me and
said, "He left you something." At that
moment a cold chill swept over my body
and that powdery smell appeared again.
It was as if his spirit had crossed over
into mine. I started up the stairs very
slowly, looking back after each step.
There a was streak of fear in me that I
could not detect. It was as if I knew
someone was hiding in the room to kill
me or just scare me. I was searching for a
helping hand but no one was there.
"Baby, it is going to be all right, no need
to fear what God has done-" My mother
said. I entered his room: I could still
smell that powdery odor. The bed had no
sheets or cover. The curtain was pulled
back and the window was open. I could
see the curtain moving, but I did not feel
the cool breeze. On the bed was a piece
of paper, it had my name on it and I could
tell it was his handwriting. I picked up
the letter and read it carefully. I could
feel the rapid rush of tears streaming
down my face. As the tears met under my
chin, they dropped onto the letter. Staring
at the letter but not able to focus, I
remembered how Marvin looked: he was
five feet ten inches tall. He was a slender
build with a very strong frame. Then he
disappeared. I took a deep breath, and
there it was again, that powdery small. I
closed my eyes and Marvin appeared
again; this time AIDS had claimed his
body. His strong framed body was now a
hollow frame that had a thin layer of skin
pasted on it. Marvin's hair had turned
silky. His eyes were set back in his head,
dark as a cast iron skillet. After awhile I
placed the letter back on the bed and took
one last look around the room. I could
feel his presence but I could not see him.
As ! turned to leave the room, there it
was again, that powdery smell.

"Through Your Eyes"
by Mary Jones-Wester

Through your eyes.
If I could have seen what you saw.

Would 1 have seen the world as you did?

Would I have seen that I was losing you?
Would I have saw that little boy was becoming a man?

Through your eyes.
Could I have said something to change your mind?

Through your eyes.
I saw love.

But, I didn't understand what you saw.
Its been a year, and I still see your smile.

I even see your eyes.
And the love that you gave,

to me and everyone that you knew.

I miss you.

But through your eyes,
I know the peace you've found.

Better than any this world can give.
And this is through my eyes...

Love, Mama

The Puff Daddy
Concert in Review

by Cory Rhodes
Music Reviewer

Well last week we reviewed his CD,
how fitting would it be to not review his
concert. The " No Way Out World Tour"
came into Buffalo on last Saturday,
November 8th. If you had received tick-
ets consider yourself

lucky due to the concert selling out in
an hour, when the tickets went on

sale. Eighteen year old star "Usher"
kicked of the concert, performing

"Nice and Slow" and his top twenty
and climbing on the charts hit" You

Make Me Wanna". This was a great
start to a great night. Then after Usher
got things going , Jay-Z did his thing on
stage, performing in front of a huge ban-
ner of the artist pumping his new album
in stores soon. "Who You Wit", was just
one of the songs that he performed. Then
after Jay-Z kept the crowd going, female
rap star Foxy Brown showed how foxy
she was, actually getting dressed on stage
behind a shower curtain type cover. Not
only were the guys riled up by her
appearance, the females in the audience
went along with Foxy's lyrics. Then as if
the concert wasn't good enough Busta
Rhymes made his appearance known.
Having a castle, and a skull setup on the
stage took 20 minutes to set up but was
well worth it. Everyone went crazy as

Busta performed " Scenario", " PTA".
Whooo Ha" and his newest smash " Put
Your Hands Where My Eyes Can See".
Busta was a great lead into the main
attraction. Now it takes 10-30 minutes to
set up the stage for each act, you may
ask what kept the crowd in the mood?
None other than legendary DJ Kid Capri,
the legendary mix master was just as
entertaining as the other performers.
Then a half an hour of spinning from
Kid Capri, the wait was over Puff Daddy
was ready. All you Puff Daddy fans
know that Puff Daddy always travels
with his family. Mase. 112. Lil Kim. The
Lox, Lil Cease w/ The Junior
M.A.F.I.A., and Black Rob all per-
formed in the last act. The last act lasted
a good hour, with (he crowd over power-
ing the security. Songs such as "I'll be
missing you", "No Way Out", " It's All
About The Benjamin's". " Been Around
The World" just some of many per-
formed by Puff and The family, Over all
the show exceeded my expectations, and
was a 11 out of 10. Hey if you have a
ticket stub from the concert, or a stub
from Busta Rhymes concert at
Brockport, come to me at The Monroe
Doctrine to get free food from Boston
Market.
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New Exhibit At The Mercer
by Ashley Chase

Literary Arts Editoim

Bruce Adams had a successful opening
at The Mercer Art Gallery on Friday
evening , November 21. The exhibit enti-
tled Research and Development Series
offers 47 paintings which can be seen
until December 14th. The exploration of
societal and cultural predilections form
the basis of Bruce Adam's work. He
explores scientific and historical meth-
ods of analysis by separating art from it's
original context. He thematically unifies
the work with four subject matter ele-
ments. He uses a pre- Colombian vase, a
classic sculpture, a silicon chip motif and
vintage pin-ups by obscuring them
through contextual reassignment and
stylistic re- interpretation. Art meets
technology in this bold, bright exhibit
which catches attention from those well
outside of the gallery. People seemed
curiously drawn in , as we were still
hanging the show. The painting approach
which evokes 19th and 20th century

The current exhibit, Bruce Adams, has already
been deemed a sucess b\ the Art community.

styles and cultural movements provides great subject matter
dents of all disciplines. Professors of English and Art are
taking advantage of this great resource on campus.

for stu-
already

photo by
Craig

Paulick
photo by Craig Paulick

Art Students Travel to NYC
by Ashley Chase

Literary Arts Editor
It's never too soon to start thinking

about the annual Student Art
Organization New York City Trip. It's a
four day weekend March 26-29th! This
Big Apple adventure includes an exciting
agenda loaded with things to see and
places to go. The museum options are
endless. Past trips have included the
Metropolitan Museum of Art (the largest
museum in the country) . the Whitney
Museum ( which houses the largest col-
lection of 20th Century American Art at
any public institution) , the Natural
History Museum, the Hyden
Planetarium( one of the largest planetari-
ums in the country) and the Guggenheim
Museum. The trip was planned by the
Student Art Organization with many
options, suggestions and free time
included. We intentionally built in
enough flex to make this an enjoyable
trip for everyone. There is time for shop-
ping , great music, and various forms of
entertainment. Past groups have taken in

some of the best musical night spots in
NYC as well as Broadway shows.
Professor Kathleen Farrell ( the chosen
fearless leader of this annual trip ) is a
seasoned NYC street navigator who
knows her way around the Big Apple.
Several other Art Professors will also
join us in the annual trip. The Student Art
Organization promises to make this
a/most worthwhile trip. Last year's road
warriors described the trip as over-
whelming in every sense of the word.
One student told me that it really helped
her to identify herself in the grand
scheme of things. For some art students,
this was a first time to see such huge vol-
umes of quality work. This visual over-
load was described as absolutely awe-
some. Art students brought back some
amazing creative inspiration. They told
me that they would not miss this trip for
anything ! You won't want to miss it
either! For more information regarding
the NYC trip , contact Professor
Kathleen Farrell (292- 3121) or see
Ashley Chase in the Mercer Gallery.

Art In The British Isles
Scenes from
outside of a
British
Museum,
taken dur-
ing the Art
Department
s trip to the
British
Isles.

by Ashley Chase
Literary Arts Editor

If you enjoy learning through observa-
tion , listening , and participation in the
natural magnetism of places , objects,
and new cultures. Professor Kathleen
Farrell offers Art students a unique learn-
ing experience and a great travel oppor-
tunity. She will be teaching Art History
and Museum Studies in the British Isles
this summer 98'. Study will take place in
Dublin. London I - Students will take
part in guided and self- guided visits of
museums and galleries, walking tours of
architecture, outdoor sculpture, historical
landmarks and the many parks and gar-
dens throughout Dublin and London. The
places of interest to be visited in these
two weeks will be the Tate Gallery,
National Gallery. British Museum,
Serpentine Portrait Gallery, ICA Institute
of Contemporary Arts, Westminster

photo
courtesy
Kathleen

Farrell

Abbey and Cathedral, Victoria and
Albert Museum and the
Photographer's Gallery. Students
will also visit Convent Garden, St.
Martin-in-the-fields Brass Rubbing
center, London Transport Museum,
Royal College of Art, ( where David
Hockney and Peter Blake trained)
as well as other areas of interest for
sketching and observation. Students
will be required to keep a daily jour-
nal/ sketch book dealing with the
topics and discussions. The journal/
sketchbook and a five page paper on
a topic of choice will be due after
the trip. If this international learn-
ing adventure sounds like some-
thing exciting that you would like to
do, contact Professor Kathleen
Farrell (292- 3121) for further
information regarding Art 175- Art
Travel.

Right,
Bruce
Adams,
above,
poses
infront
of a
piece of
Ms
work.
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Cabbages and Kings
Behind The House

Seven saddle deer
Pawing, walking, grazing

Picking apart their frozen buffet

Concentric circles on bales of hay
Behind the house, the barn, the shed

Where no one sees

And they go out and laugh and drink
And leave their shattered circles

And seven saddles run away

Charles F. Burm

Crimson Candle

Atmosphere And Attitude
Change

Flickering Flame Dancing
High

Crimson Candle Sets The
Mood

Possibilities Of
Passion

Wisdom

I stand here,
desperately trying to figure it out.
All around me, the well-meaning

plastic masses dance in uniform patterns.
1 float in, 1 float out.

I'm inside myself, and I can't get out.
Let me out.

AAy hand grabs for this balloon
on a string that is my head.
It separates from my body.

1 cry out inside . . .
heartfelt pleas . . .

Please.

But it's just as 1 thought.

Cut me straight down the middle.
1 am empty, except for a

moss-covered heat,
beating on stark white Formica,

All I can do
is

smile
and

sing.

yall 1 know is that 1 know nothing'

Bridget Schultz

Annette Hausle Am Skinny Man

Shy

Most people like to spawn furiously

as a great green grape

grows fat with juice on

immobile vine,

and dreams of salmon.

Long skinny hairy meat touch the ground

fight gravity for me

Remind me of a wasp

up close, gives me shiver spine

Long skinny hairy mandibles

doing their job

Feared for what they look like

repulsive and spine shivering

John Muoio John Muoio
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sex and the moon

I fell asleep thinking about the moon
the ancient dune

where 1 have not tread my feet a thousand dreams on thought

drip atmosphere into my mouth
with your astroladle, make me want more to do with astronomy
than sex

1 want you - your moon, stars
your quiet 3night hale-bopp comet
your lunar eclipse and a crazy concert
with a nappy-headed guitarist we adore

I'll take you in the middle of anything
line me up galactically in your universal buzz
my buzz is you
as I wander around your body
in my NASA shuttled love-injected pituitary bliss

I love you my Goddess, my aphroditic astronomical love wizard
my hope, my future -
my tomorrow, goodmorning and goodnight

a kiss of stars
andromeda
the colors, the colors

•

1 see you spinning around me
controlled by love demons
called passion, rage, love and sex

altogether they are like the moon
changing for better, for worse

1 wane and wax like a moody jungle gym
intellectually climbing the rainbow -
the high climb, the swingset -

I swung, I swung!

thought I could go around, over the bar
thought many things, those school days

elemental, fun
unnecessarily necessary at ten -

[earning sex education off ratty screen projector

separated
boys girls

girls giggling and boys staring howling -

we know what these things are below our belts
we touch and see them everyday
we are beginning to sense them -
as I begin to sense

the moon tonight
at bedtime.

Curiosity

Sitting in an endless daze,
Wondering what you're doing, who you're with.

Friends feeding my burning curiosity,
With words that ease my troubled mind.

I block them out,
Concentrating on my own emotions.

Such a beautiful night,
The person inside of me keeping me warm.

A new scent that makes my blood burn through my
veins,

Passion or love?
Who can ever tell?

I feel different.
I touch him gently,

Portraying my disguised curiosity.
There are no calls,

Just the constant lyrics sung to me by my friends.
I can no longer lie to myself.

Emotions can never be toyed with.
A weaving pattern,

/\1 ever-ending, or bringing happiness to my life.
The same old game,

Waiting to win.
He talks to me in riddles,

But never face to face.
He knows how I feel,
But doesn't respond.

For him, it would be too risky.
Now I am the one.

Two different lifestyles intertwined
In the short hours we were together.

So sure and confident
I had found what I had been seeking.
Empty dial tones could mean anyone.

And I am left here daydreaming.
Does he feel what I felt?

Passion?
Anxiousness?

The familiarity of someone I have known for years,
Or hours.

The possibilities are endless.
One could go crazy trying to comprehend.

The love he feels -
Or doesn't.

And 1 am sitting here,
Wondering . . .

If fate is honest to the senses,
Yet somehow untrue

To the feelings which lay deep inside
AAy soul.

Liz

Joanna McNaney
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Top, "Rockin" Ron Dixon, Middle (r to
I) Rich Lenard, "Wild Will" Poison,
Bottom, Amy "Sweet Thing " Lombardo.

The 4-Horsere
and a Woman

Scenes around Campus
Below, Sue Rock, Director of WMCC
shows off their new neon sign. WMCC
will travel to Cleveland in February.

A view from infront of Monroe Community College photo by Andrew Smith

Left, The 4-Horsemen and a Woman will be heading to Cleveland with other mem
hers of WMCC to do a LIVE broadcast from the Rock 'n'Roll Hall of Fame in
February. Listen to WMCC and read more here for details!

Students at
random join
our student
government in
making cards
for ill children.
For more
information
about how you
can help, stop
into their office
in Bldg 3.

photo courtesy

Student Senate

Right, Senators
pose with the
cards they
made with stu-
dents for ill
children. The
Senate. The
Senate is look-
ing for ideas
for their com-
munity service
campaign.

photo courtesy
Student Senate

(left)
photo hx

Janice Daitz

(right)
photo by
Surah Grzywna

Members of WMCC congratulate each other for
their efforts on raising money for charity.

Above, 4-Horsemen and a Woman pose for a
photo with regional band "Hate Machine. "

The new neon sign outside of WMCC.

Students gather out-
side of the Monroe
Doctrine underneath
WMCC's new
neon sign.

MCC students
gather in the exte-

rior bricklounge
for a game of chess

sponsored by the
Chess Club.

photo by Janice Daitz photo hx Janice Daitz
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Marie Rivera Flies into the Paint also pietured Missx Bieber (10), Tanya Coleman
(44), and Lynn Arthur (33)

Swimming Returns
n Leonardo Soars in for a Dunk

Mel James(30) fights for A Rebound, As Gerry Crosby(43)

Photo By Craig Paulick

Photo BY Andx Smith

Continued from pag

National meet, in Coach Dubois' own
words, he states, "We want other programs
to know that MCC is a force to be reck-
oned with this year and that in the coming
years we will be contenders for the national
title." Out of the 20 athletes on the team
this year, they hope to get at least 15 to
qualify for nationals. The coaches and ath-
letes hope to place in the top five at the
Nationals this year for both the Men and
Tribune Diver in Midflight

Women's teams.
The coaches and athletes of the aquatics

program would like to invite their fellow
students, athletes, and faculty to come out
and support the team at some home events
this season. The first home meet will be
the Monroe Invitational on January 17"'.
Whether you like good swimming and div-
ing, or just want to come out to see some
awesome athletes in bathing suits, show up
at the pool on the 17"' and cheer them on.

Photo by Craig Paulick
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Someone Like Me.

I'm an idiot. There's no nice way to say it/ I'm an idiot. I'm
the kind of person who does the wrong page in the math book, who
forgets her folders, and loses her assignments. I'm the kind of
person who misplaces her brand new Nikes, who gets grass stains
on her best jeans, and I'm the kid whose pen runs out of ink in the
middle of a test.

I'm the kid who.gets picked last when choosing teams, who
sucks at dodgeball, and always manages to get beaned in the head
while playing softball. I'm the kind of person who forgets her sneak-
ers on gym days, who never remembers her locker combination, and
whose paper bag breaks on the way to lunch.

You may wonder where I'm going with all of this. I'm not
going anywhere really, it's just that I'm sitting here on the bus to a
soccer game, and coincidental^, I seem to have left my cleats in the
locker room. This wouldn't bother me so much if it wasn't the third
time I've done it.

At my wits end with all of this, 1 do what any red-blooded
American girl would do in my situation - 1 throw a temper tantrum.
I begin banging my head against the seat in front of me, sobbing
uncontrollably.

Rachel, who has the misfortune of sitting in the seat next to
mine, turns to me.

"\ think you're overreacting," she states calmly.
"\ AM NOT FUCKING OVERREACTING," 1 yell at

her, overreacting completely, of course.
Seeing that there's no reasoning with me, she tactfully

moves to another seat.
Great, now I'm driving my friends away. It must be my

pungent odor. After glancing around to make sure nobody is watch-
ing, I lift my arm and sniff my armpit. No . . . Actually, I smell
pretty good, I think, sniffing again. Suddenly, I notice the girl
across the aisle looking at me in disgust, and I quickly whip my arm
down. I'm sniffing my pits in public. I must be really deranged.

My temper tantrum having long since subsided (due to the
fact that no one is paying any attention to me and its no fun having
a temper tantrum by yourself), I decide its time to find someone else
to blame. It certainly isn't my fault I forgot my cleats; therefore, it
must be my mother's. I'm not sure, but she must have a hand in this
somehow. Feeling somewhat better, I settle down in my seat to
think of reasons why this is all my mother's fault, but after several
minutes of failing to come up with any, scapegoating soon gives way
to self-pity.

I begin cursing my poor genetic material which has rendered
me incapable of keeping track of everything from gym socks to my
schedule. Poor me. Poor, poor me. Poor, poor utterly useless, arm-
pit-sniffing me.

It's not just that I'm disorganized; I have this uncanny knack
for doing really stupid things. Once, 1 broke my pinkie finger on an
orange juice carton. I swear to God. I put my finger in the pouring
spout and then pulled it too far back. What kind of idiot breaks
their finger on orange juice? Me, that's who.

1 come out of my reverie to find the bus is nearing the soccer
field. 1 wonder just how I'm going to explain my cleatlessness to
the rest of the team.

This has to be the worse day possible . . . But then again,
there's always tomorrow.

Night

The darkness is so calm and tranquil
I feel alive, and full of energy . . .
Can anything beat this feeling

This feeling is a part of me, it is me
I live in the night, 1 am the night

The night breathes life into my body
It is black, yet bright as the sun

It holds mysteries and adventures
It calls my name every time the sun dies.

1 need it to live
I become me at night
1 don't hide, I am free

It holds the key to my inner self.
Can I live without the night?

I would die without its magic to heal me
I would become no more
I would cease to exist.

The night brings new feelings
It carries away the pain of day

It is the night!

Bill Meiers

Paranoia

A confection of laughter
crowds me.
Suffocating me,
Suffocating you.
Will it cease-
knowing, feeling
that it has happened all before?
The nappiness of my hair.
The emptiness of my stare.
Not knowing what to say,
when to say it,
how to say it,
who to say it to.
Almost like I'm in a world,
alone.
Standing there,
uncombing my hair,
talking
to ab-solute-ly no one
But still, the mist of laughter
pulling the breath from inside
may be coming from me.

Jessica Williams

Sarah Larysz
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My Rules

Play.
Play hard.

Play harder.
Win.

Or accept defeat.
With sweat

& tears.
Run.

Run fast.
Run faster.

Move your feet.
Turn.

Tiurn more.
Be flexible.

Play.
Harder.
Charge.

Even in weakness.
Weep.

Exhaustion is not an option.
Go past your horizons.

Don't stop yourself.
Try.

Try hard.
Try harder.

It IS possible.
Take your dreams.

Live.
More . . . fit more.

Be dauntless.
Punish your fears

by living.
Never,
Ever,,

Cease.

Rebecca Webster

Untitled

The words struck me like road kill
no one ever bothered.
Life was short-lived and under-developed
Always wondering what is 'out' there;
or for that matter 'in' here.
I want to rest . . .
without pain, without child
Serenity
Everyone is human/ extenuating falsehood
Never knowing; always hypothesizing.
Restless marks feel like treads over me.
Yet 1 lay untouched; alone.
On the side of the road.

Michele Prince

"Questions for my lover"

When a streak of lightning sears the sky,
will you hold me in your arms?
Will you let it root itself on to you -
instead of me?
Will you throw yourself
in front of the man holding a gun
on the D train; to save my life?
Can a window fall on your finger tips
while you massage mine with your tongue?
And can the devil take your soul
While my body is seen undulating
beneath another man for mere pleasure?
While you stand there in your naked silence
that anchors your feet;
my eyes are transfixed on the door
that will swallow me forever
if you say yes.
How can you love me that much
if you don't love yourself?

Jessica Williams

hand sins

hand takes cash
hand undresses

hand extends to give caresses
Hands push away but can't turn back

Hands commit the sinful act
hands that cry

hands that implore
heart of a Child
hands of a whore

pepper-marie russell

Untitled

The beat is slowing rapidly
I'm floating 'round the room
Any moment I'll be dead;
Put flowers on my tomb.

You cry for me because my time
Has ended here on Earth;

But keep it in your mind that death
Is but a second birth.

Jen Kerner

The staff of Cabbages and Kings sincerely appreciates the efforts of those individuals who contributed to the phenomenal volume of submissions that we considered for the
Autumn 1997 issue of our magazine - your magazine. We are proud and humbled by not only the tremendous amount of support we have received; but also by the quality of work
that the M C C community has shown us. Regretfully, due to budget constraints/ we found ourselves unable to publish a larger magazine. Difficult choices had to be made. The
editorial staff stands by those choices; and we feel we have assembled a magazine that the entire M C C community can be proud of. Thank you for your support.
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Campus Against Opinion
Letter to the Editor

Criminal Justice Response
Letter to the Editor

by Eugenia Torres
Latin Pride Vice President

November 21.1997 during college
hour was one of my most memorable
moments at MCC. For the first time I
really saw students active in voicing their
opinion. It was a beautiful sight, I only
wish we could be like this for other
issues other than controversy. I have to
say I've been against the Monroe
Doctrine since the beginning of the
semester, for an opinion that was made
by one of the editors. But since that arti-
cle was published I've tried to see the
other side of the issue, not just from my
point of view. Finally I've come to the
conclusion, and this being my opinion, I
feel that the Monroe Doctrine has done
an excellent job in its publishings. I feel
this way because not only have they
pissed us off, but, they have done some-
thing that no other club has been able to

do. That is to get the people if not all the
people on campus involved in something
they believe in. I feel that, that issue has
really been overlooked. So what if they
piss you off with their opinions, at least
they have sparked some interest in voic-
ing them. I mean is that really what it
takes to see students get involved? Do we
really have to say foul things to spark
interest? I personally didn't approve on
the article that was written on abortion,
but 1 loved the outcome of the whole
thing. I also believe that credit should be
given where credit is due. So I tip my hat
to people of the Monroe Doctrine for
excellent work. Keep it up!

I also would like to nominate the
Doctrine for Club of the Year for their
role in getting the campus involved.
Once again I state that this is only my
opinion and should only be viewed as so.

by: Kerri L. Smith
In the October Twenty-seventh edition

of The Monroe Doctrine there were a
couple of letters from Criminal Justice
students of the Brighton Campus com-
plaining that they may have to go to
Damon Campus. Well, I'm a business
major who prefers to go to Damon, and
has to go to Brighton. Of the six classes
I'm going to take in the spring semester,
four are only offered once during the
week at Damon Campus. Being a single
mother, I can't take the one Saturday
offering for any of these classes doown-
town. On the tenth of November, the first
day I could register, three of the classes

were already full, and I had to re-do m
entire schedule so I can take my classe
at Brighton where I don't want to go.

I understand where the Crimina
Justice students at Brighton Campus ar
coming from, but they are not the onl
ones that have to where they don't wan
to. Several of my friends as well as
myself, live in the city. It is very tim
consuming to have to take a bus out t
Brighton Campus, but we have no choic
if we want our degree.

Please, editor, let these students know
that they are not the only ones with
"major inconvenience." I have to liv
with it, why can't they?

Diversity Corner
How Diverse is Money

by Shirley Battista Provost
Conributing Writer

"Money Talks," as the saying goes, but
how well do you know the language of
money. Students, staff and yes faculty
build up your financial word fund by
investing in this month's diversity money
quiz. No cheating!

1 . Consolidate
A. to hand over
B. combine
C. accept
D. accomplish

2. Arrears
A. line of credit
B. interest rate
C. transfer of rights
D. unpaid debts

3. Blue-chip- pertaining to stock that
A. has a good record
B. is guaranteed
C. unfriendly acquisition
D. is authorized

4. Hostile takeover
A. directors' revolt
B. aggressive marketing
C. unfriendly acquisition
D. downsizing policy

5. Legal tender
A. negotiated settlement
B. contract

6. Commodities
A. junk bonds
B. agricultural & mining products
C. short-term notesD. penny stocks

7. Bear
A. puzzle
B. unregistered security
C. liability
D.pessimist

8. Dun
A. to overcharge
B. keep secret
C. remove
D. pursue payment

9. stipend
A. wage
B. contractual agreement
C. petty cash
D. credit

10.Prime rate
A. transaction speed
B. balance
C. low interest rate
D. loan

11. Capital gains
A. rising markets
B. new securities
C. profits
D. special claims

12.Frugal
A. productive
B. thrifty
C. attentive
D. sell assets

13. Audit
A. to sue
B. give support
C. examine records
D.sell assets

14. Warranty
A. guarantee
B. illegal procedure
C. purchase plan
D. price adjustment

15. Penurv
A. piggy bank
B. poverty
C. small change
D. injustice

16.Surtax
A. additional tax
B. partial payment
C. progressive taxation
D. price index

17. Liquid assets-assets that are
A. vulnerable to heavy taxation
B. unpredictable
C. unusable
D. convertible into cash

18. Assessment
A. commitment
B. outline
C. compromise
D.evaluation

19. Proprietary
A. exclusively owned
B. cautious
C. well-timed
D. worldwide

20. Voucher-statement of
A. profit and loss
B. proof
C. future planning
D. financial worth

Answers:
I. Consolidate=to combine into a sin-

gle whole
2.Arrears-unpaid debts or unfulfilled

obligations
3. blue chip=referring to stock with a

good record of earning & stability
4. hostile takeover=acquisition of a

company against its management's
wishes

5. legal tendar=money that may be
legally offered in payment of a debt

6. commodities=agricultural & min-
ing products such as corn, cotton, silver
& gold that are traded in contract
form

7. bear=a stock-market pessimist who
sells shares in the expectation that
prices will fall

8. dun=to persistently demand that
someone pay money owed

9. stipend=Wage, regular payment,
especially for a scholarship, pension etc.

10. prime rate=lowest interest rate
charged by a commercial bank on short-
term loans to such favored customers
as large corporations

II. capital gains=proflts from selling
stocks, bonds, real estate, etc., at prices
higher than when originally pur-
chased

12. frugal= thrifty,, not wasteful
13. audit=to examine financial

records to verify their correctness
14. warranty=guarantee that a compa-

ny makes to replace or repair a product
if it does not work properly

15. penuty=extreme proverty, lack of
money

16. surtax=additional or extra tax on
something already taxed

17. liquid assets=assets that are in
cash or easily convertible into cash

IK. assessment=official evaluation of
property, income, etc.,

19. proprietary=exclusively or pri-
vately owned,,

20. vouchcr=proof, receipt confirm-
ing the accuracy of accounts or expens-
es
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Problems with New
Electronic Learning Center

The Hardest Lesson of All

bx Charles P. Palmatier
Contributing Writer

There is a new system on-line at the ELC
(Electronic Learning Center) that is "sup-
posed" to make things "easier." It involves
swiping your student ID and shows up on
a computer as asterisk.

I was refused entry into the ELC because
I refused to swipe my student ID because I
DO NOT wish to have my student ID (So-
cial Security number) available for anyone
with know how to access it. I've been told
that there are "safe guards." a nice oxy-
moron like "military intelligence" or "child
proof."

What many students may not realize is
that your Social Security number, like a
fingerprint is unique and can be used
against you. With your Social Security
number, a person can access your credit
record, work record, taxes and many other
reports and information.

Letter to the
Editor

by Peter Collinge
Assistant Professor

Mathematics Department

While I applaud your recent editorial
support of MCC's College Hour. I would
like to set the record straight on one point.
You guessed that students support college
hour but faculty do not. Wrong! Last year,
the Faculty Senate Academic Policies
Committee did a survey of all MCC full-
time faculty. We received 137 responses
from teaching and non-teaching faculty.
Both categories of faculty supported a com-
mon College Hour at MCC. with 74% of
faculty in favor of a College Hour and only
19% opposed. (The rest had no response
on this question.) The Academic Policies
Committee also did a survey of 437 stu-
dents. Of those. 304 students (70%) indi-
cated that we should have a common Col-
lege Hour at MCC, while 133 students
(30%) disagreed. These student surveys
were conducted during classes, so those
responding were not just the students in-
volved in clubs and other student organi-
zations. As you can see, MCC students and
faculty agree on the need for a common
College Hour. I'm sure that the Academic
Policies Committee (which has student rep-
resentation) and the full Faculty Senate will
be heavily involved in any future discus-
sions about possible changes to College
Hour, and will keep these survey results in
mind.

I. myself am not comfortable with giv-
ing out this information to just anyone. In
the past, when signing into the ELC. I have
put down the last 4 digits of my social se-
curity number, which is used for grades by
instructors when posting midterm grades.

This may not be "a hill I wish to die on."
as Dr. Laura might say. but this issue is
important enough for me to stick to my
guns. I would prefer an alternative, which
IS NOT a "key pad" in which I can punch
in my Social Security number. NO
THANKS!

Perhaps if other students who also feel
this is an evasion, should walk into the ELC
and also refuse to swipe their student ID
card. Aprotest of this kind would show that
we do not approve of this. Being consum-
ers of this institution, we deserve better
service. Remember if customers are not
happy with services, they will go else
where.

fry Jen DiBella
Staff Writer

Being a part of something is very im-
portant in most of our lives. Whether you
are a part of someone's life or part of an
organization, everyone likes to feel like
they belong. Belonging to someone evokes
a feeling in most of us that is euphoric.
When we are a part of someone's life, there
are many different relationships that can
develop.

When two people are friends, fhey share
common interests and enjoy doing things
together. With friendship comes trust and
respect. You can not have one without the
other. Friendship is a two-way street and it
is the responsibility of both people to keep
the friendship going. There is a certain
amount of understood trust that exists in a
friendship and there should be open com-
munication. What is the point in being
friends with someone when everything you
say or do can not stay between those two
people?

When you are first getting to know some-
one, it can be a scary experience. You want
the person to like you and you want to make
a good first impression. I sometimes have
the tendency to be "too nice" of a person.
How can a person be "too nice"? Well, I

always look for the good in others and will
give others the benefit of the doubt. Some-
times I am so set on making things work
out for the best, that I try too hard. I tend
to sometimes overlook just how a person
really is. Maybe it is just me, but I feel
honesty is really important. If you have
something to say, then just say it. Don't
hide things— whether it is done purposely
or unintentionally. Telling someone later
about something you have hidden is de-
ceiving. Itdoesn' t make you look too good.
Plus, the person that you tell later feels
suckered.

There are many people in this world with
good intentions and there are some with a
hidden agenda. Unfortunately, those of us
with good hearts tend to get hurt time after
time. What I found I need to do is not to
bother with those that are not worthy of
my time. That may sound harsh, but when
you invest your time and attention in some-
one, you do not like to feel as if it was all
for nothing.

Love, friendship, and relationships ...
these are the things that make the world
go round. Trying to find true friends and
that special someone is a learning process
in itself. What may be the hardest lesson
of all for some to learn is how NOT to get
burned.

A Life For a Life
fry Jen DiBella

Staff Writer

It is the dream of many women to one
day have children. What happens when a
woman becomes unable to bear children?
Many women then turn to taking fertility
drugs, hoping to increase the likelihood of
becoming pregnant. Sometimes they are
successful: sometimes they are not. In
many cases when women take fertility
drugs, the result is multiple births. That can
mean twins, triplets, quadruplets, quintu-
plets, sextuplets, and most recently,
scptuplets.

An Iowa woman, Bobbi McCaughey, is
pregnant with septuplets and will deliver
them any day now. There are no known
septuplets anywhere else in the world.
When these seven babies are born, they will
be the only living set of septuplets in the
world. Bobbi McCaughey has been hospi-
talized since October 15. There were ru-
mors last week that she would deliver by
Cesarean section. 2 weeks premature.

The couple took fertility drugs, and as a
result, 7 babies- 4 boys and 3 girls- are
growinginside Bobbi's womb. Bobbi is in
her 31 st week of pregnancy and no due date
has yet been set. Women with multiple fe-
tuses usually don't carry them for the full
40-week gestation period. As Bobbi con-
tinues her pregnancy, hopes are raised that
all 7 babies will be born healthy. Doctors
have heard 7 heartbeats and know that each
baby weighs at least 2 pounds.

I hope all 7 babies will be born healthy,
but the odds are against high-risk pregnan-
cies such as this. In many multiple births,
the pregnancies end in delivering the ba-
bies by Cesarean section, thus increasing
the chances for a safer delivery. I work at a
daycare and many sets of twins and a few
sets of triplets come there. Multiple births
are becoming more and more common.

I know this woman who originally was
pregnant with 6 fetuses, as a result of tak-
ing fertility drugs. Two fetuses were not
alive, and four were still alive in her womb.
To increase the survival of some of the fe-
tuses, she had to decide which two fetuses

to abort and which two to keep. I have a
SERIOUS problem with this because how
can one choose which lives to keep? When
are we fit, if ever, to judge the importance
of one life over another? When we start
choosing which babies will live and which
babies will not, then we start playing God.
When we start playing God with others'
lives, consequences follow.

As a result, the woman delivered 2
healthy boys. The decision she made will
stay with her for the rest of her life. I don't
know that if I were in the woman's posi-
tion, if I would be able to choose which
lives to keep. How do you know what each
fetus" potential will be? How do you mea-
sure one life more worthy than the next?

This reminds me of the ancient adage:
an eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth. But
when you are dealing with human lives,
the odds become more real. What you are
dealing with is A LIFE FOR A LIFE, and
to me. there is no price high enough that
could be paid to deem one's live more
worthy than another.

...AND I QUOTE...

ne death is a tradegy, one
thousand deaths are a statisic."
-Josef Stalin
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WHAT' S IT ALL ABOUT?
651 Maggie Howard

Sounds like it may be a silly question,
however I need to ask you the student body
and the faculty members because I'm con-
fused!

I'm a student leader at the Damon Cam-
pus and I'm very active in student activi-
ties at both campuses. 1 am not involved in
the government, rather student activities. I
chose to do this because I am particularly
interested in the well being of MCC stu-
dents.

So, I need to ask as a student and a leader
what are our motives for becoming in-
volved with clubs and organizations? Is it
to help the student community? Rochester
and Monroe County communities? Or is it
to make a name for our individual organi-
zations or for ourselves?

I need to ask this because recently I tried
to combine efforts with a particular orga-
nization to sponsor an event that would
benefit many in the Rochester area. I then
discovered that the advertisement credited
(or appeared to credit) that organization for
the entire presentation I find this com-
pletely unacceptable!

If two or more organizations combine
efforts to sponsor an event (especially
when one is from the Damon Campus and
the other from Brighton) I feel both should
receive the credit for the event. This does
not seem to be the case and apparently this
is not the @ time this has happened.

Now I need to question the faculty be-
cause in October, we student leaders at-

towards joining Damon and Brighton. That
was the primary focus for an entire week-
end of workshops: work together, combine
efforts and respect one another. It was a
wonderful experience however if this is the
end result count me out. This is very dis-
couraging and frankly I am not a dog eat
dog kind of person. I did not feel respected,
rather I felt hurt as I had trusted that things
would be handled in a fair fashion.

I, as a MCC student love the college and
I acted in good faith. I worked very hard
on this project only to discover thai we
(Damon) got the shaft again! My primary
focus is to help the college community and
our community as a whole. If any perks go
along with that, terrific. If none come our
way. well I'm satisfied with knowing we
did the best we could and I would never
take the credit for something that another
person worked on.

In conclusion I would like to take the
time to thank all those who do contribute
to MCC and recognize not only the efforts
of Brighton but also the efforts of Damon's
organizations. We're the best! That in-
cludes Damon Campus as well as
Brighton- Oh, and by the way, for those
who don't know, Damon is spelled D-A-
M-O-N. We are not Damien Campus. We
are not the devil's spawn and we are a full-
fledged campus not a city center! There is
no known violent crimes that have been
committed on the campiTs. So please, for
those of you who look down upon us, come
check us out. You just might learn, some-
thing. After all isn't that what MCC is? A

tended a retreat that was geared specifically learning institution

So Grown Up, Yet So
Young at Heart (cont.)

B\ Sherry MortSCOUr

Well, it's me again (the returning adult
student"). Back in September I was anx-
iously and nervously awaiting the first day
of school. Now here it is, only three more
class days left this semester. Time flies
when you're having fun.

I was so afraid in the beginning of tak-
ing that big step - going to college. I didn' t
know if I could do it. I was a bundle of
nerves and I had butterflies in my stom-
ach. 1 started sweating the minute I walked
into the building. I had a headache that
grew as the day went on and by the time I
got home my head felt like it was going to
explode. My brain was on overload.

The first two weeks of school I kept ask-
ing myself if I could really do this. Why
was I putting myself through this torture?
I was not used to studying and doing home-
work and at the time thought "I'm never
going to be able to do this." To my sur-
prise, as time went on I got into a routine
and things started to smooth out. I never
realized what good time-management
skills college students needed.
. My first semester at MCC has been so

rewarding. It has been a challenge, but I've
enjoyed every minute of it. I've learned so
much. 1 wasn't sure "an old dog could learn
a new trick" - but I have.

Oh, by the way, the butterflies are gone
from my stomach and I don't sweat any-
more when I walk into the building. The
biggest fear I have now is test anxiety and
meeting deadlines. Thanks to Mr. FusiIll's
Health Psychology class, I've even learned
some skills to deal with test anxiety and
stress. How about that!

One class I took this semester has been
most thought-provoking and rewarding -
the Holocaust/Genocide class taught by
Professor Charlie Clarke. This class helped
me to take a deep look inside myself and
also at the world. I never realized what a
difference one person could make (or even
the impact of one voice) before I took this
class.

Don't let fear hold you back. Take that
first hard step and all the ones after that
get easier and easier.

Education is the best gift you can give
to yourself.

I can't wait for next semester!

"An Ode About A Whole Load"
(or, as I prefer to call it, "I'm shooting and you can't
make me stop!")

by Dan Miskell

Hi-hi, fellow procrastinators! In lieu of a particular opinion to bitch about this week,
I'd like to leave y'all with a warm fuzzy feeling in your hearts as we dive into the last
semester in review!

We all came to this school, with big plans to learn.
It is for freedom, and knowledge, and parking we yearn.
You would think that this task was easy to do —
But look out. my friends, the joke's been on you.

For some of us wackos, a cool club's the *
for sucking up time, like you had any of it.
Unfortunately now, this might cease and desist.
Because college hour's in trouble, we all must resist!

And next of course comes that after-class butt.
When you just want to sit, light up. and talk smut.
But watch out, boys and girls, an even worse smell!
"We're sorry folks, no smoking on the Plaza Lev-ell!

And then here comes B.A. S.I. C , having fun with their fling.
When their preacher yells "SINNERS!." and screws up the whole thing.
Campus security is called, and the howls are all heard
Just because one preacher got a little absurd.
Next comes that new sports arena/building,
and you folks can expect it to suck all your parking! I can see it now,
I'll be late to class,
because one team or the other can't seem to kick ass!

"What the hell is THIS," you demand, "I've got tights too. yo! This might be true.
kids, but where will y'all go to voice your opinions'1 You expect me to know? You
don't think that my rights, too. are out in the snow?

So keep this all in mind as your eat the big birds. And whatever you do. don't step in
the goose turds.

•Note — You expect me to know a catchy word that rhymes with "IT?!" Who the
hell is writing this thing, anyway?

In My Life
by Jen DiBella

Staff Writer

There are places 1 remember/ All my life
though some have changed/ Some forever
not for better/ Some have gone and some
remained/ All these places have their mo-
ments/ Of people and things that went be-
fore/

I'll know I'll often stop and think about
them/ In my life I've loved you

more." These are just some of the words
from my favorite Beatles song. "In My
Life."

This semester has slowly come to an end.
I can't believe that il is almost over. This
semester has passed by so quickly and now
it's almost time for the much awaited, much
deserved Christmas break. This semester
has been one of my favorite semesters. I
have been lucky enough to have had so
many opportunities come my way. 1 have
had the opportunity to become a staff mem-
ber of The Monroe Doctrine and have met
so many talented, fun people. 1 have had
the opportunity to meet new people in my
classes, and through the course of the se-
mester, we have become areat friends.

But for me. this semester hasn' t been all
ups. I have learned a lot about who I am
through the help of others. I have been
fortunate to surround myself with a lot of
good people. There have been times this
semester where certain situations didn' l
work out between me and certain
someone's. I did my share of immature
things, but you have to move on and get
on with your life.

I've learned many things this semester.
I've learned that you should never settle
for less respect than you deserve. Friend-
ship is a two-way street,

and along with that comes trust and re-
spect. 1 have learned that when you really
need your true friends, they will be there
for you. But most importantly. I have
learned that a friendship of x number of
years shouldn't be thrown away, just be-
cause a certain situation didn't work out
between the two people involved.

This semester has definitely been a learn-
ing experience for me. Who better to teach
you about yourself than your friends? Your
true friends are those people that you will
always remember and they have the most
meaning to you, IN YOUR LIFE.
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Gateway to the Future
by Todd Lewis

Staff Writer

Is the world going to end maybe but if
Bill Gates has his way every house in the
world will be equipped with a computer
with his software when the big day
comes. Not only has he single handily
cornered the market on software he is
copping to control the computer industry
as a whole.

Gates intends on controlling the media
industry. This comes from the imple-
mentation of MSNBC, a cornerstone in
interactive Media available for Internet
subscribers. With MSNBC. Microsoft
now enters the billion dollar industry of
media. And is just the tip of the iceberg
for what Gates intends on doing to the
media industry by the year 2000.

The amount of Americans alone with
computers in their home is around 19
percent with the capability of internet
services. However only around 11 per-
cent use the internet on a regular amount
because most view the internet as a time
consuming and difficult process, people
are simply discouraged with the process.
Gates intends on making the internet
more user friendly and available to more
people. But people need to be aware of
the prices that Microsoft intends for you
as a consumer to pay for the services in
which they provide.

Cornering the market on interactive
media and internet media is the goal of
Gates who intends on controlling the
internet. Microsoft is wearily making its
way as the internets' media giant. The

Gates legacy is potentially the future cold
war of the computer industry. The soft-
ware company has now divided its forces
devising ways to tap into the media fron-
tier and people like me should watch out
for our jobs. If Microsoft has its way in
ten years conventional media will be
obsolete, and a thing of the past.

Gates intends on making the computer
the largest source of information avail-
able. But this ambition and whole heart-
ed idea comes with a price tag, and the
price at this point is up to Bill. Bill is no
dumb guy he intends on owning all the
software and rights that enables a user to
browse the information highway. The
information superhighway still has enor-
mous growth potential and Microsoft
will own that future potential.
Computers and the internet is the way of
the future for media; says Gates and he
intends on being the parent to sources
and software that makes the dream of
Gates a reality.

Bill doesn't come up with the software
he buys the inventors out with the high-
est bid and for now he seems to be doing
an excellent job of it. Stockholders are
grinning as competitors fall to the way
side, as in Apples case. But now that
Gates is helping his former enemy hope
for an emerging counterpart at this point
seems unlikely.

Hopefully good will come from Gates
ambition and unlike the real cold war
will bring change that will help mankind
instead of moving backwards as we have
done for the past forty years.

Letters to the Editor
by Janice Daitz

The masthead of the paper says: "Respect All,
Fear None." I absolutely agree with the first
part and try to live my life that way even when
a person or a group of people has/have a dif-
ferent point of view, set of beliefs or values
than I have. I do not agree with the second half
- I think part of life's experience is to learn to
make choices about what actions, situations
are safe and when it is better to make a choice
to not go there (either in words or actual
moves). I believe the counterpoint of the issue
on abortion offended me on two levels. First of
all it showed a lack of respect to certain group
of women (the masthead says "Respect All,"
not just those you agree with). Secondly-I
have a fear of people who harbor so much rage
at anyone else regardless of whether I agree
with their opinion or not. Finally I like to say
that abortion is one of those issues I don't feel
it is safe to force controversy over. Many dan-
gerous actions have resulted from the different
sides of this issue. I believe in the first amend-
ment like most people I know but I also do not
believe in standing behind that banner to bring
forward an issue that is very personal and treat
it with so little respect. That is just my opinion.

by Sarah Grzywna

This is in regard to Keith's opinion
on point counter point. My opinion is
this. He had the same amount of right
as anyone to express himself anyway
he wants. Freedom of speech. 1 don't
have to agree with his opinion. In fact
I don't agree with him at all. I am
pro-choice. But if someone chooses
to be pro-life. Great so be it. that's
what the beauty of living in America
is. I support Keith because that was
his opinion and it took a lot of nerve
to say that. I'm glad he said what he
did. Everything in life isn't "peachy".
Get over it. Some people do not have
the same views as you. And now stu-
dents talk about having a sit in.
Great, go for it, have a wonderful
time, it's your right. What the hell is
it going to solve? God forbid anyone
ruffle your feathers and upset you.
When you come by something or
someone that upsets you, are you
going to have a sit in then? Like I
said before I don't agree with Keith's
opinion. But he had every right to say
what he did.

MCC Recognized by the
Department of Energy

bx Jason Decker
Contributing Writer

Where can an education at a com-
munity college take us? What opportuni-
ties arise for someone pursuing a degree
at MCC? Be assured that your invest-
ment in your future TI not go unnoticed.
In fact, while you are working, towards
your degree, there are chances to gain
experience in your field. Five MCC stu-
dents sought out such opportunities
through a research program sponsored by
the Department of Energy.

For those of us who aren't familiar
with the federal government's
Department of Energy, here is a brief
description. As a world leader in scientif-
ic and technology based research pro-
grams, the Department of Energy's mis-
sion consist of rehabilitating the environ-
ment and finding alternate sources of
energy. There are six laboratories scat-
tered across our nation, and each one's
size is comparable to a small city.
Scientist from every continent can be
found working vigorously on cutting-
edge research projects. A primary focus
of the Department of Energy is educa-
tion. Which leads us to the program our
fellow students discovered.

In the fall of 1996, Jason Decker was
invited to research super conducting
microchips at Los Alamos National
Laboratory, New Mexico. Upon his
return, he shared his exciting experience
with two friends, Heather Widgent and
Alex Pamatat. Both students are now

actively involved in semester long pro-
jects. Heather is analyzing moJecular
properties of glass at the Pacific
Northwest Laboratory. Washington. Alex
is forming thin, flexible wire composed
of ceramic superconductors in Argonne
National Laboratory, Illinois. In January
1998, Dave Sprout and Keith Stetter are
off to beautiful Los Alamos, New
Mexico to enjoy an exciting semester
away from our chilly, Rochester winter.

An interesting similarity that these five
students share is lack of previous intern-
ship experience. Perhaps, a more impor-
tant detail, is the fact that only 120 stu-
dents out of 3000 applicants are selected
each semester. This means that each of
the six labs picks 20 students from over
500 choices. This puts MCC in the spot-
light. For our students to be awarded
these positions from the Department of
Energy indicates the prestige of an MCC
education. Just consider the students
from the thousands of universities, junior
colleges, and community colleges strug-
gling for the same position. So, what
opportunities arise for someone pursuing
a degree at MCC? A semester long
research project at a prestigious laborato-
ry may be one of your options.

To request an application, write to:
Science and Engineering Research

Semester
P.O. Box 2357

Washington, DC 20026-3575
E-Mail: SERS@ORAU.GOV
Good Luck!

I Am a Witch
by Braden Jundt

I am a witch. Not one of those with a pointy hat and a long nose that Disney and oth-
ers have created. I do not ride around on a broom, although 1 do use one in rituals. 1 "do
not turn people into toads, yet then there are some toads nicer than people.

I am a witch. I am me. Someone else's version of who I am doesn't count, because they
do not know for who I truly am or what I truly do. Outsiders have used their incredible
imaginations to mask and protect themselves against who I truly am.

1 am a witch. I am not a Satanist, not one of those people that covert death above life,
3ut someone that sees life and nature more precious than decay. 'Satan' is not like me and
1 not like it. To tell the truth, I don't have a clue as to who 'Satan' is. Then again, I'm sure
a Christian could tell me.

I am a witch. Why should people deem beliefs of their own better than those of others?
Why must they judge the beliefs of other's wrong and misleading? Why do they see those
beliefs in a shadowed and blinded form?

I am a witch. I am tired of standing up for who I am. Tired of having to fight off the
statements of my beliefs from others that do not know what they are, yet believe that they
do. I may be tired, but stand 1 will to the bitter end, so that I can prove to others what my
beliefs truly are.

I am a witch. Peace, love, and harmony is what I strive for. Hate, death, and decay are
words from others about what I do. Well, STOP! I do not need your words into my mouth,
I can speak for myself, thank-you. The last time 1 checked, I should be who I say I am. I
care and I too have feelings. Inside, I bleed for the world.

1 am a witch. You have your views of me- of what I do. Some who knew me before,
maybe have other views now, too. Look at me from the inside. Do not judge me from the
out, for you will only find misconceptions. If there is one word should you feel necessary
to judge-me by; then, please by all your heart and mind. Judge me that I am 'Human'.
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Lean On Me
by Jennifer DiBella

Staff Writer
"Lean on me/ when you're not strong/

and I'll be your friend/ I'll help you carry
on/ it won't be long/ till I'm gonna need
somebody to lean on." These are just
some of the words from the song "Lean
On Me." The song is about how your
friends will always be there for you, no
matter what. When it comes down to it,
you can always depend on your friends.

Listening to this song, I started think-
ing about the people that I call my
"friends." All of us, at one time or anoth-
er, have had a so-called 'friend' let us
down in some way. This may be someone
that we trusted with a secret, or someone
that hurt our feelings.

I am no stranger to having friends let
me down. Through the years, our friend-
ships change. When you are in preschool
or kindergarten, your best friend may
have been one who shared his or her toys
with you. As you get into elementary
school and middle school, your friends
are those that have similar interests as
you. As you enter high school and
throughout your high school years, your
friends are those who enjoy doing things
with you. At this point, most friendships
have reached a new level. You can share
personal things with your friends, such as
things in your past or events that you
have experienced. You can share secrets,
and despite the bad things that might
occur, your friends will continue to be
there to support you.

I am lucky enough to have friends that
really know what it means to be a true
friend. Some of my good friends are
those that I have known since elementary
school. Others are those that I met in high
school, even college. There is a saying
between my girl friends and I that goes,
"Guys will come and guys will go, but
your friends are there forever." This has
proven to be true, time after time. With

my close friends, there is a strong sup-
port system. Some of my friends and I
are so close that we know what the other
is thinking or feeling, without words ever
being expressed.

My best friend Jen is someone that I
have known since I was in ninth grade.
She is like my sister, and I would be eter-
nally lost without her. Although we have
similar interests, we are also different. It
is those differences that make each of us
unique individuals. It would be very bor-
ing if we liked the exact same things,
dressed the exact same way, and did
everything in the exact same way.

Jen and 1 have been through a lot
together. Both of us have seen guys come
and go. She has been there for me in
numerous ways. She was there for me
when my sister was in a near-fatal car
accident two years ago. She was there for
me when the only grandfather I had ever
known died. Without Jen's love and sup-
port, I could have never made it through
these experiences. Jen was also by my
side as we graduated from high school.
She and I both sang in the
Commencement Chorus at Graduation.
One song we sang was, "That's What
Friends Are For." As we sang this song,
we both cried. We were sad to leave high
school days behind, but we were also
happy because college was a new begin-
ning for us.

I know not everyone is lucky enough
to have a friend like Jen. There are peo-
ple we see everyday: in the halls, in our
classes, even in the parking lot. These
people are just like all of US. They want
to know that they have somebody they
can call a 'friend'. I believe in the Golden
Rule: treat everyone the way that you
want to be treated. Maybe the next time
we see or talk to our friends, we will
think twice. Just remember that these are
the people that will be there for you, if
ever you need somebody to lean on.

About That

Abortion Article
by Nancy Toal

Contributing Writer
In the interest of honesty I'd like to

start by saying I am Keith's girlfriend
and I'm writing this because I fear for his
safety. I've read the letter and taken the
phone calls so I know how you feel about
his article. In all honesty I can tell you
that when I first read it my first impulse
was to sit him down and force him to
write a retraction. I came to the realiza-
tion that I wanted him to do this to vali-
date my own opinions and feelings.
However, I realized in doing this I would
have invalidated them by telling Keith
that he had no right to his opinion. Keith
merely put his thoughts and feelings on

paper. He no move to shove them down
anyone's throat. You read the article of your
own free will, you could've put the paper
down. You choose not to and most of you
that strongly disagreed with him had had an
abortion yourselves. Which in America is
your right, to me your reaction suggests that
you were uncomfortable with the choice
you made. If you were confident in your
decision the opinions of a total and com-
plete stranger would've had no effect on
you. After all he doesn't know you or your
situation personally and the article wasn't
based on you. So lets keep the anger direct-
ed toward the issue not the individuals.

Who's Sain?
by Todd Lewis

Staff Writer
What are the intentions of Saddam
Hussein? Who says he's wrong? I
don't, he's just doing like any smart cap-
italist would do. Saddam is just trying
to get his piece of the pie. Who cares if
millions of peoples lives are at stake, he
doesn't. And I for one don't want to be
part of the United States, playing its'
version of chicken with Saddam who the
US claims has enough nerve agent to kill
everyone in the world.

What is so different about what he is
doing with what the United States has
been doing. Strong arming countries
with its' power for the past 50 years. And
the US has been getting away with it
because we are the big kids on the block.
for nuclear weapons.

Do you mean to tell me that every one
in America does not know what is going
on here. The propaganda ball is rolling,
it's rolling right over us. American citi-
zens are being led to believe that Saddam
is our enemy, wrong the American gov-
ernment is our enemy. People like the
Iraqi leader must exist to keep govern-
ment going, they need something to do.

America needs a character like
Saddam if he didn't really exist the gov-
ernment would create him, along with
the aliens, the tooth fairy , the Easter
bunny, Santa and the honeysuckle peo-
ple. No I'm just kidding. Wait a second,
no I'm not, the tooth fairy really exists
doesn't he. This is not some far fetched
X-files episode it's reality, but though
who's perception mine? Americans need
a diversion from how much they are
spending on taxes.

Saddam Hussein would have a easier
time flirting with Bill "than to think that
the United States leaders will allow him
to become a nuclear power. There is to
much at stake for the US to allow
Saddam to become a Superpower. For
one thing he's not sleeping with the
United States and that has political lead-
ers scheming on how they can buy his
ideology out, cut his country off from
trade or kill him. Iraq claims to have the
balls to strike an offensive against the US
. which has defense leaders all hot and
bothered. But if I remember correctly
that the military and those who command
it would like a war, it will give them

something to do. War is an industry for
this country and is a big one at that, war
grosses billions of dollars for the econo-
my. Were there are billions of dollars,
there are men scheming on how they can
get their hands on it. If defense com-
manders had their way we would defi-
nitely have a war. Do Americans want a
War?

Whoever believes that the government
is wholeheartedly devoted to just protect-
ing the citizens of the country is naive.
Governmental leaders want to perpetuate
their careers. If that means that they need
to commit the US to a war than they
would, if it was in their best interest.

The government exists to serve us. the
American public. Examine the govern-
ments intentions, are they in our best
interests? I don't think so, they're out for
their best interest, not mine. 1 do not like
wars or oil.

Nuclear Fusion now that's' a war that
I am willing to fight. Instead of going to
war over Iraq and wasting billions of dol-
lars on a war, we could put the money to
good use. Spend the money on some-
thing useful like research for Nuclear
Fusion.

Nuclear Fusion is an inexhaustible
energy source. For every one gallon of
water the same amount of energy could
be produced from 300 gallons of oil.
Come on now the same amount of money
was spent on war and on oil for research
of Nuclear Fusion than the world would
definitely have Nuclear Fusion.

People do not want to change, to
change would mean to carry a different
lifestyle and no one wants to do that. So
for now we will have to be happy using
an inefficient and stupid resource. But as
long as oil makes money the people with
power will still be getting richer and
nothing will change. The people with the
power don't want to lose their power and
they don't care who's lives they jeopar-
dize.

Research instead of war, it is an unlike-
ly solution but is definitely the right one.
Things can change if everyone attempts
to make the change. Question govern-
ment, they are in power to serve our best
interests not theirs. Question the truth,
question the answers and most of all
question yourself

Blanket - BlanketWho needs a blanket?
The cold and homeless.

We the business and accounting club are doing a Blanket drive. If you
can help someone who's cold this year please bring a blanket old or new
to one of our drop off points.

Building 5, 8, 10, main entrances and building one by the information
desk or 3- 1 23. We appreciate all who can help and we know the cold and
homeless appreciate your donation more.

Thank you for your support! Drive from November-
December 10.
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"You Gotta Be Kidding Me!"
by Pamela Costello, Michael C. Dettman.

Theresa Ingerham, Bonnie Reigelman, Brian
K. Schultheis and Shallx Zomorodi

In response to Copy Editor Sarah Kuhn's
article in the December 1st issue of the
Monroe Doctrine, we are truly amazed.
Miss Kuhn has done it again. Is there any-
thing that she doesn't complain about? The
article that she wrote took aim at the col-
lege and offered no attempt to correct any
problems she perceives are relevant in our
school.

While advisement is sometimes a bump
in the road for some students to register, it
is a very vital option that many students
take advantage of. For some students it is
mandatory to go and see an advisor. The
essence of the whole idea of advisement is
in the root of the word itself. ADVISEment.
This means that the advisor is to advise the
student in which courses to choose. Their
job is not to choose the courses. If Miss
Kuhn's advisor is choosing her courses for
her, the problem is clearly with Miss Kuhn.

If Miss Kuhn feels stupid about her re-
sults on the Accuplacer test, then we guess
she has a self-esteem problem. Those prob-
lems, however, should not be expressed in
the Monroe Doctrine. Obviously, Miss
Kuhn, being one of the excellent reporters
that the Monroe Doctrine prides itself on,
must know that any student can take the
Accuplacer test over time after time. So if
they feel they did poorly the first time, they
can have a second shot at it.

As many students have realized, high
school grades and college grades are not
equivalent. It probably has something to
do with the fact that college is a step above
high school and expectations are higher.
So therefore, a grade of an "A" in high
school could translate into a grade of a "B"

in a similar course at college. The fact is,
this is college not high school.

When speaking of transitional courses
grading harder than non-normal classes, I
hope Miss Kuhn has names to back her
claim. Being the out standing reporter that
she has proved to be time and time again,
this is probably a stupid and mediocre ques-
tion to propose. Where we get confused,
however, is that all of the professors that
we spoke to, and students who take these
courses, all agree that the classes are graded
and taught the same as any other class. If
these courses were made'-easier," as Miss
Kuhn has proposed, where would the qual-
ity of education go? Out the window, that's
where.

Miss Kuhn continues to kick herself (and
as an editor of the paper, the paper itself)
in the hind-

quarters by openly admitting that she
suggests people not to attend our school.
What we can not comprehend is how some-
one can do this and claim to be a student
leader? How about those above her? How
can they let her continue to hold this posi-
tion all the while hurting the reputation of
the school?

It seems odd. Miss Kuhn has had so
many problems here that she openly ad-
mits of, but she keeps returning (now in
her third semester). We sure hope that she
gets it right this time, and takes her own
advice, and does not return next semester.
We would like to wish her luck in her fu-
ture endeavors and suggest that she takes
a couple courses in Journalism and Ethics.
Transfer and Placement will have numbers
and addresses to other schools, but then
again, that department probably has prob-
lems too.

Any questions please call us at 292-2546.

Do Your Job;
Represent the Students

By Clay Hurley
Follow this logic with me if you will. 1)

Student has a problem with a department
on campus. 2) Student brings forth a le-
gitimate gripe. 3) Our student government
representatives criticize, and ridicule her.
Does this seem like faulty logic to you?

Sarah Kuhn is a the Copy Editor for the
Monroe Doctrine, but first and foremost a
student. She wrote an article critical of the
Advisement Center. In response our Stu-
dent Government representatives openly
ridiculed her intelligence, her self-esteem,
and her ability as a reporter. This is what I
have come to expect from our student gov-
ernment, in my fourth and last semester
here.

How about this logic 1) Student makes
a complaint about a campus office, 2) Stu-
dent representatives investigate the com-
plaint. 3) Student reps offer helpful solu-
tions or alternatives.

I recognize this accusatory, rhetorical
style of writing only too well, so I know
exactly who penned this letter. If the oth-

ers of you can so easily fall in line with
this type of group think, without a single
attempt to break away from the herd with
an original thought, you are of no use to
the student body at all.

The Advisement Center is not perfect
and could use improvement, just like the
Monroe Doctrine, just like the Student
Government, just like MCC.

Status Quo procedures and finger point-
ing won't help any of us. How about do-
ing the job you have proclaimed such dedi-
cation for: work with Miss Kuhn and the
Advisement Center to improve our school
for everyone. If you do not. you have
missed an excellent opportunity to actu-
ally do something other than hold meet-
ings and vote for ineffective, meaningless
resolutions. But maybe my hopes are too
high for you. I leave you with this ques-
tion. Miss Kuhn communicated a concern
to you. In you stated that she offered very
little in the way of solutions. Exactly what
solution did you put forth in your collec-
tive wisdom?

We ELECTED these people?
by Dun "Satan " Miskell

Staff Writer

Greetings, kiddies! As the Monroe
Doctrine's "weapon of choice"" for this
week, I would like to direct this next opin-
ion at MCC Student Senators Costello,
Dettman, Ingerham, Reigelman,
Schultheis, and Zomorodi, who wrote this
week's piece titled "You Gotta Be Kidding
Me! " That doesn't mean the rest of y'all
can't have an opinion of your own about
this, but I feel it's only right to address these
officers of the Senate directly.

I would like to say that I'm grateful that
you guys didn' t follow the impulse to re-
live the sixties and beat drums outside the
Monroe Doctrine offices. However, 1 still
think that you guys are way out of line, for
a number of reasons. Just in case they aren' t
as <bleep>ing obvious to you. I'll run down
the list, one item at a time, so that the six
of you can keep up long enough to gang
up on me when you're done.

First of all, I take exception to the fact
that you used the term "fine reporter" in
reference to Ms. Kuhn's editorials. I don't
think I need to remind you guys that edito-
rials are little bits of newsprint where you
express your opinion, period. You not lik-
ing what she has to say makes her no less
of a reporter, because you have every right
to disagree with her, and vise versa. I think
that if you are going to unilaterally slam
her for her efforts to express that opinion
of hers, you really ought to get straight in
your collective minds what exactly some-
one is doing writing for the editorial page
— being objective, or saying what's on
their mind? The latter is the obvious choice,
just in case you had to stop and think about
that one for a moment.

In short, Ms Kuhn's editorials have no
connection to her ability as a reporter, and
as such the connection should not be drawn
for the sake of veiled sarcasm. It is my
belief that, for this reason (and another to
be mentioned below), you owe her an apol-

ogy-
Secondly, in connection with the above-

mentioned of keeping your ducks lined up
in a row, you guys are all SENATORS. For
whatever face this paper puts up for others
to see, you guys walk the hallways with
name tags on that tell everybody that a
bunch of Students got together and voted
for you. Some of those Students may (per-
ish the thought!) find transitional courses
difficult to complete. While your opinions
are certainly your own, a lot of us who walk
the hallways with you either voted for you.
or against you. You BELONG to the people
who voted for you, while you're on duty.
That's what it means to represent the Stu-
dents.

And that's precisely why you owe Ms.
Kuhn an apology — she was attacking cir-
cumstances, not people. You six, on the
other hand, attacked Ms. Kuhn, rather than
addressing her concerns — Maybe I'm
crazy, but I thought that the concerns of
the Student Body were supposed to be
YOUR concerns. Rather than bashing a
member of your voting base, you might
choose to keep these opinions to yourself,
until you're off campus.. Instead of criti-
cizing someone who doesn't even work
with you, try doing the business of the Stu-
dent Body, for a change.

I could go further with this, but I think
I'm going to let it stop here. Miss Kuhn's
opinions (which I have disagreed with on
this same editorial page numerous times)
are her own, and she has the right to voice
them without being personally attacked by
a half dozen assorted nuts who are in the
can they're in because the Students got to-
gether and put them there to do some work.
Senators, you should be ashamed of your-
selves. Brush up on YOUR journalism eth-
ics (attack ideas, not people), and spend
some of your free time wondering why
you're in office — because we the Students
put you there, and we the Students can take
you out. Remember that, the next time you
six decide to do yourjobs selectively.

Senate Meetings

Every Tuesday
at 2:00 PM
Room 3-105

Open to student body.
Ail welcome.

Come to observe,
participate, voice

concerns.
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Join Us Now!
by Tina Visalli

Opinion Editor

If there is a doubt in your mind
whether or not to join the newspaper here
at Monroe Community College, then you
need to go and find out what the paper is
all about. At first, I wasn't sure whether
or not writing weekly on The Monroe
Doctrine ( the school newspaper) was
something that I was willing to give up
my time for, but as I spoke to other stu-
dents that were involved and got to know
the mechanics of a weekly paper, I was
extremely intrigued. That is why it is so
difficult for me to understand how there
is a shortage of available writers here at
the paper.

Time spent here is time spent produc-
tively and positively. I am trying to
appeal to the hidden writers on campus.
The skills that I have acquired through
my time spent on the paper, are invalu-
able assets for the rest of my life .

As 1 researched and spoke to more
people for my articles, I realized that I
had a much easier time dealing with
problems and the people as well. The
reason I say this is because when you are
dealing with subjects such as capital pun-
ishment or abortion , there is a need for
sensitivity considering that these issues
are controversial nationwide and involve
many feelings. I came to realize that as a
result of my new found ability to listen
and accept opposite opinions, I was able
to have a much better relationship with
not only my colleagues at the paper, but
also my family and friends. I could not

type or use a word processor as well as I
am able to now, when I began spending
time at the newspaper. Practicing while
writing my stories has really opened my
eyes to a new and much more efficient
way to write essays as well as articles for
the paper. This is only one of the great
benefits that contributing to the paper
has.

Another benefit of the paper is that you
are directly involved at the Student
Center which is the hub of the campus,
designed specifically for the benefit of
student interaction in the college. The
Student Center is there for you to use and
learn from. There are advisors that reside
there but, that is exactly why they are
there, to advise us on what is best, not to
order or tell us to make certain decisions.
The decisions made by The Monroe
Doctrine, WMCC (the Student Center
radio station) or even Cabbages and
Kings( the literary magazine) are all stu-
dent created and made. This new found
power is exciting and very helpful when
pursuing a career in communications.

Though working on the paper is stimu-
lating, there are some drawbacks that I
think are equally important to take into
consideration when thinking about pro-
viding the paper with your support.

The newspaper is distributed every
week on Tuesday. This is the day that we
receive the finished 3,000 copies of the
paper, from the outside printing compa-
ny. The deadline for stories is the
Wednesday before the Tuesday of distri-
bution. Sometimes it is not always easy
to get your article typed into the

CLASSIFIEDS
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: HIV nega-

tive volunteers needed to participate in In-
vestigational AIDS Vaccine Research Stud-
ies being conducted at Strong Memorial
Hospital. Volunteers must be healthy and
between 18-60 years of age. You will re-
ceive $500-700 for your participation. For
more information call 273-AIDS.

Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS!! Ab-
solute Best SPRING BREAK Packages
available!! INDIVIDUALS, student OR-
GANIZATIONS, or small GROUPS
wanted!! Call INTER-CAMPUS PRO-
GRAMS at 1-800-327-6013 or hup://
www.icpt.com

6 Fun sales positons open at Eastview
Mall. $5.15 -$25/hr. Must have outgoing.
fun personality. Sales experience a plus.
425-9539.

Now hiring, full and part-time all
areas.Starting at $6.50 and up. Flexible
hours, great benefits! Apply in person at
Sam's Club 1600 Marketplace Drive,
Henrietta.

TERM PAPERS. REPORTS. We'll type
them for you. Our fee? $ 10. Call Xcel Inc.
271-8861 Mon-Fri 6pm-8pm, Sat. 8am-
5pm.

Two 15" subwoofers in strong industri-
alized wooden cabinets. Each with
stackable corner mounts, protective metal
grills, 1/4 inch and home theater/stereo in-
puts. With heavy duty carrying handles.
$400. Call Bob: 254-2045.

2 Male or Female Roommates
WANTED TO SHARE 3-Bedroom Home
IN HENRIETTA. 2 miles South of MCC.

Non-Smokers only. $350 all plus 1
month security. Call 359-0924.

Need to earn money? We are looking for
reliable students to fill part-time positions.
You must possess a positive attitude and
great communication skills.

We offer a fun work environment, paid
training, hourly wage + commision and a
flexible part-time schedule. We are open
from 9 to 9 p.m. Monday-Thursday, and
from 8:30 to 4:30 p.m. on Saturday. If you
can fit a 20 hour work week into your
schedule, you can cam more than $9 hour
selling the Demcrat and Chronicle. We are
located downtown on 55 Exchange Blvd.
Near several bus routes. Serious candidates
should call Frank Valente at 258-2616.

Macintosh computers in the newspaper
office in time to make the deadline.
There are a limited number of computers
available for the writers to use. so it
seems over crowded in the few days prior
to deadline. My solution to this inconve-
nience is either to type my article at
home and E-Mail it to the paper or just to
save it on a disc that the newspaper lay-
out team can copy. Another continuous
problem that occurs is in dealing with the
computers themselves. The computers
have a tendency to "freeze-up." which
means that the computer is trying to
obtain too much information at once and
it doesn't know what to do next. It's
reaction to this is to stop functioning and
also to stop receiving any more input
from the keypad. This is quite frustrating
when trying to meet a deadline and not
being able to proceed with your article.
This delay warrants a time lapse span
from a minute up to a half an hour.
While these things can contribute to a
stressful situation at times, they in no
way hinder my ability to accomplish my
objectives (article completion.) The only
other problem that we at the paper have
been worrying about is the fact that we
are short a News editor and a Business
editor.

It has been some time since our News
editor resigned, but once again there is a
lack of student participation , and no one
seems willing to take over the responsi-
bility. The job entails: writing out story
idea sheets, researching certain happen-
ings around campus and attending the
weekly staff meeting (on Wednesday

during college hour,) and the weekly edi-
tors meeting on (Friday during college
hour.)

We have also had a change of seats
within the office, by appointing the
Business editor as the new Entertainment
editor. This leaves the vacant seat of
Business editor up for grabs. The job
entails: accounts payable and receivable
from the ads that are placed in the news-
paper, and attending the weekly staff and
editors meetings. This is a very informal
position on the paper and it gives you
leeway for other articles or other things
altogether. Both positions on the editori-
al board must be filled as soon as possi-
ble.

The effort that the staff of the newspa-
per exerts is unparalleled. The time and
endurance that goes into the process of
creating The Monroe Doctrine each week
is exhausting and sometimes monoto-
nous, but it does not at all slop the dedi-
cation of the students involved. Every
week, when the new issues of the news-
paper are returned for distribution, I feel
a surge of energy and pride that I was
able to add to this masterpiece. If you
feel pangs of curiosity , then come and
ask someone from the staff in room 3-
109 for information on taking on the
newspaper as an extracurricular activity.
An extra added bonus of writing for The
Monroe Doctrine is. that there is a
practieum (receive up to six credits for
working on the paper) that is available
based on time spent applied to the paper.
Please look into the most exciting and
thrilling option of writing for your peers.

Letter to the Editor
by Tania M. Maddalena

This is in regard to the new sign in/sign
out policy in the Electronic Learning
Center, it is preposterous!

First of all, the old policy wasn't much
better. Students who wanted to use the
computers had to show their school ID's
and sign their names. Social Security
Number, what subject they're there for
and what time they come and go. Now
there are all kinds of privacy laws and
according to one, faculty or administra-
tion do not have the right to post your full
Social Security Number, only the last
four digits. That would apply to a sign
in/out book where anyone can see some-
one else's number and use it themselves.
I don't like leaving my number and I try
to leave the space blank, but. a few times
I have been yelled at to fill it out "prop-
erly."

In addition to the book, there is now a
log in/log out computer. We have to
swipe our ID cards and say what we are
there for. This is very inconvenient and
time consuming. If your card doesn't
work, you have to tell the aide your

Social Security Number, where by every-
one else overhears, once again invading
your privacy. There are signs by the com-
puters explaining this new policy. It
states that we will no longer have to
stand in line, waiting to sign out after
searching for our names. Also, it says
that our Social Security Number will no
longer be used. This is completely
untrue! The staff still makes us sign in
and out in the book as well as using the
computer to log in and out. This takes a
long time! I had to stand in line for sev-
eral minutes today to log out/sign out.
And the other day, my card didn't work,
so I had to announce my Social Security
Number. I thought the ELC was there for
students such as myself who don't have a
computer, and who need to type a paper
for homework. Instead, it's turned out to
be a big hassle. Administration could and
should come up with a better solution.
One that protects our rights and is conve-
nient.
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1997-98 WOMEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
DAY DATE OPPONENT SITE TIME

Wednesday
Friday
Thursday
Wednesday
Friday
Sunday
Tuesday
Friday
Wednesday
Saturday
Sunday
Wednesday
Thursday
Saturday

DATE
Dec. 10
Dec. 12
Jan.8
Jan.14
Jan. 16
Jan. 18
Jan.20
Jan.23
Jan.28
Jan.31
Feb. 1
Feb. 4
Feb. 12
Feb. 14

OPPONENT SITE
BroomeCC
Niagara
HerkimerCC
Jamestown CC
Genesee CC
FLCC
Niagara CC
Jefferson CC
Erie CC
Alfred State
Corning CC
Genesee CC
Alfred State
Hudson Valley

Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home

7 PM
7 PM
6 PM
5:30 PM
6 PM

2 PM
6 PM
7 PM
6 PM
6 PM

3 PM
6 PM
6 PM
2 PM

SNOW
DAY SKI & 15 min. across Vermont Border
SNOWBOARD LIFT TICKET j
NIGHTS LODGING, LUXURY J K
CONDO, FULLY EQUIP. \Wh,
DAYS & NIGHTS OF COLLEGIATI1 *
PARTIES, CONTESTS ETC. \

Students from over 150 U.S. Colleges {
Group Leader & Campus Rep Discounts /

Please note: The legal
age to consume alcohol

in Canada is 18

Call or E-Mail for a free color brochure
www.sk/frave/.com

1-800-999-SKI-9
MORE SPACE JUST ADDED FOR WINTERBREAK (JANUARY) & SPRINGBREAK

Tribune Power
continued from page

feeding twin towers; Dicdra Britton (15
pts.) and Celeste Barkley (13 pts.), while
knocking down open three pointers, was
their recipe for victory.

The second half began with sophomore,
shooting guard Marie Rivera hitting a three
point bomb from the top of the key.
Barkley forced in a lay-up, followed by a
fouline juniper from Tanya Coleman.

With twelve minutes to go the Tribs
where forced to sit Britton due to foul
trouble. Monroe's perimeter shooting and
interior dominance kept the Lakers on their

heels for most of the second half.
With three minutes to go the Tribs held

a 13 point lead. Fingerlakes switched to a
full court pressure defense. This change
in defense caught Monroe off guard and
forced the home team into three consecu-
tive turnovers. Smallforward, Lynn Arthur
began to bring the ball up-court, without
incident.

The Tribunes seem to be ready to take
on their 6 game road trip during the winter
break. The next home game is Friday,
December 10 against Niagara CC.

1997-98 MEN'S BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
DAY DATE ' OPPONENT SITE TIME
Wednesday Dec. 10 Onondaga CC Home 7PM
Saturday Dec 13 Albany-Sage Home 2 PM
Sunday Dec. 14 Champlain College Home 1PM
Tuesday Dec. 16 Lakeland CC Away 7 PM
Monday Jan. 12 Lakeland CC Home 7 PM
Wednesday Jan. 14 Jamestown Away 7:30 PM
Friday Jan. 16 Genesee CC Away 8 PM
Tuesday Jan.20 Niagara CCC Away 8 PM
Saturday Jan.24 Allegheny CC Away 8 PM
Wednesday Jan.28 Erie CC Home 8 PM
Saturday Jan. 31 Alfred State Home 8 PM
Sunday Feb. 1 Hudson Valley CC Away 2 PM
Wednesday Feb.4 Genesee CC ' Home 8 PM
Saturday Feb.7 Champlain College Away I PM
Sunday Feb 8 Albany-Sage Away 2 PM

UNLIMITED )

COME REPRESENT YOUR

A Latino Night At..

Friday December 12 9-2am
Anl8+Party..JDAMUST!
$5 W/College ID or THIS FLIER
$7 General Public

THE MOLSON

IN CANADA



TRIBUNE
SPORTS
Tribunes Swimming and Diving Returns

Tribunes
Power Past
Fingerlakes

By Clay Hurley
Sports Editor

Monroe 65, Fingerlakes 58
So your the coach of MCC's highly

vaunted women's basketball team. Your
playing a league game in front of home
crowd. The score at the half was 32-27
and your on the losing end of it. What
would you do? Would you abandon your
offensive scheme, or make personal
changes? Coach Tim Parrinello did nei-
ther.

Coach Parrinello stuck with his offen-
sive set, and the team delivered. Force

continued on page

By Jason Tranquill
The MCC Men's and Women's swim-

•ming and diving teams are back better than
ever, getting ready for another champion-
ship season. Alter some major changes
these past lew years in the coaching staff
and the overall manner in which the team
was run, MCC had two very successful
years. Under the direction of Coaches Dan
Dubois and Cliff Devries, the Men's and
Women's teams went undefeated for the
1996-97 school year. The men's and
women's teams also went on to take the
Region III Championships, with the Men's
team going on to win the District Champi-
onships.

The Tribunes officially start in January,
with the first meet on the 1511' against
Nazareth college. The majority of the team
is working hard at this time in optional
practices. As sophomore distance-swim-
mer Denny Kuba states, "I'm excited about
the upcoming season. The team is opting
to get in the pool now and get things done
in pre-eompetition season, and with the old
and new talent, we should have another un-
defeated season." From the coaches per-
spective, Dan Dubois hopes to break 10
more school records this year, to make a

total of 15 broken records in just two sea-
sons. In a statement from Coach Devries,
he says, "With the excellent talent on the
diving team this year, MCC will be tough
to beat, even on the national level."

For this season, the aspirations are even
higher as the team looks to break even
more school records, and send an even

Photo by Craig Paulick
larger team to represent MCC at NJCAA
Nationals. Last year at Junior College Na-
tionals, MCC Men's and Woinen's teams
placed 7"' and 9"' respectively with only five
male athletes and two female athletes. This
year Coaches Dubois and Devries hope to
make a much a stronger statement at the

Continued on page

Deidra Britten Soars above the Lakers,
also pictured Celeste Barklex (34) and
Lynn Arthur (33)

Tribs Trample
Finger Lake

Monroe's Tireless Defense Wears
Down the Lakers

By John McElligoli
Shamar Johnson had a game-high 18 points as the Tri-

bunes blow out Finger Lakes Community College, 93-52.
The Tribunes made it clear early that the Lakers would

be in for a long night by holding them scoreless in the first
4:19 of the game, jumping ahead, 9-0 in the first half.
Monroe's obnoxious defense and rebounding dominancej
forced several turnovers that ultimately lead to fast break
opportunities. Monroe would go on an 18-0 run before the
half ended, leading the Finger Lakes, 52-15.

Gerry Crosby and Terrell Potter combined for 27 points!
off the bench as Monroe's second string strangled the Lak-
ers defense for 4 1 points.

"I was very happy with our defensive effort and our team
unity", says Tribune head coach, Jerry Burns. "If we con-
tinue to get up and defend people the way we did tonight,
we could enjoy some success. But only if it's done withj
defense".

MCC's victory improves their record to 8-2. The Tribunes:

will play Onandaga Community College on Wednesday, De-
cember 10 here at MCC. Shamar Johnson finishes the alley-oop Photo bx Sarah Gryzwna




